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INVESTIGATIONS ON THE Mgae (d,a)Naae NUCLEAR REACTION
0. Hansen - E. Koltay* - B. Madsen
Institute for Theoretical Physics, . 
University of Copenhagen. Denmark.
The correlation between the to ta l cross-section for Mgie/d ,a /  reactions to de­
f in i t e  sta tes in Na23 and the spin I of th is  states has been investigated experimentally. 
Bombarding energies from 3,35 to 3,70 MeV and from 7,1 to 7 ,7  MeV were employed. In the 
la tte r  region the total cross-sections, when averaged over bombarding energy, were observ­
ed to be approximately proportional to /21 + 1 / .  This empirical relation is  used to deduce 
the spin values for 7 excited sta tes in  Na2S. The interpretation based on the rotational 
model at the Na23 leve l scheme is  b r ie fly  discussed. From the quantitative evaluation of 
the observed fluctuations of Ericson's type the averaged width of the excited  compound 
nucleus were obtained.
I . I n t r o d u c t i o n
The experimental conditions chosen in the present investigations made i t  
possible to get informations both for the life-tim e of the compound nucleus using the 
Ericson fluctuations and for the spin values of the different states in the residual 
nucleus by means of the (21 + l)-ru le.
Ericson has predicted, that in the case of su ffic ie n tly  high resolution  
fluctuation should occur on the excitation functions by means of which tjhe averaged 
width of the excited compound nucleus can be estimated. Namely the
F(e) -  {[a(Æ ♦ e) - oAV] [a(i) - °Ау\УАу / 1/
correlation function have to show an e dependence of the from Гг/(Г а+еа). The index 
A V denotes the averaging over bombarding energy [1, 2].
* Permanent adress: Institute of Nuclear Research of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. 
Debrecen.
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I t  lias been shown theoretically by Ericson [1] and by MacDonald [3] and ex­
perimentally by Binds and M iddleton [4] and more recently by C olli et al. [5] ,  that 
under certain bombarding conditions, the to ta l cross-section о/J /  for populating a 
definite final state with spin I in a nuclear reaction when averaged over bombarding 
energy may fu llfied  the (21 + l)-ru le , i .e .
PAV/ I /  « /21 + 1/  /2 /
The conditions relevant to such a situation are, according to the above authors;
1. The reaction mechanism should be compound nucleus formation.
2. The bombarding energy should be such that the compound states are s i ­
tuated in a region of many overlapping levels and the spin J  of these states should 
sa tisfy  the condition J > I.
3 . Thé energy of the outgoing p articles should be large enough to ensure 
that barrier penetration effects are negligible.
4. The cross sections а/ I /  should be averaged over "sufficiently" many 
compound states in order to destroy any special correlation, that may ex ist between 
the compound states and the fin a l states.
The present experiment demonstrates that the reaction Mg26 (d, a)NaI. *23 fu ll-  
f i l l s  the /21 + l/-ru le  for I  < 5/2  for bombarding energies E^ between 3>35 and 3»70 
MeV and for I at least up to 9/2 when 7,1 < E^ < 7,7 MeV.
From the 7 MeV measurements spin values for the states 3> 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 
11 in Na23 are suggested by applying the /21 + l/-ru le . The level structure of Na23 is  
briefly  discussed in the lig h t  o f these new spin values.
I I . E x p e r i m e n t a l  P r o c e d u r e
The 3>5 MeV measurements were done at the 4 MeV e lectrosta tic  generator 
whereas the 7 MeV experiment was carried out at the Tandem Accelerator Laboratory.
In both cases the a-spectrum was recorded by a 2000 ohm-cm n-type silicon  detector
in connection with a 512 channel analyser. In the 3» 5 MeV region an energy spread in 
the beam of +4 keV was employed; the energy resolution as observed from the spectra 
was %40 keV. The corresponding numbers for the tandem data were +15 keV and %60 keV.
In the 3 -  4 MeV runs the f ir s t  seven а-groups from Mg2B appeared separat­
ed in the spectra, groups at lower energies than the sevenths were obscured by 0/d, a/
groups and by p ile  up effects from the elastic deuterons. In the 7 MeV experiment the
f ir s t  12 а-groups were clear of impurities and p ile  up e ffects, but the groups 4 - 5
and 8 - 9  could be resolved at back angles only.
The experimental procedure for the Mg2B/d ,a/ reaction at 3» 5 MeV was to 
measure angular distributions at 11 angles between 20° and 160° at bombarding energies 
with an interval of 50 keV. In the 7 - 8  MeV measurements the angular interval was
25° to 160° and the energy interval was 100 keV. The low energy data were averaged
over 8 distributions the high energy data over 7 distributions. The s ta t is t ic a l ac­
curacy of the individual measurements was from 5 % 1° 15 %•
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The Mg2B target was made by vacuum evaporation of Mg in metal form enriched 
to 95 % in Mg2B on to a 50 ug/cm2 carbon film.
III . R e s u l t s  a n d  d i s c u s s i o n
tions:
The qualitative features of our data are in agreement with Ericson’ s predic­
a . /  The excitation functions for the d ifferent а-groups show well defined 
fluctuations.
b . /  There are no correlations among the fluctuations on the different exci­
tation curves corresponding to different final states (Fig. 1 .).
c .  /  The angular distributions are not symmetrical with respect to 90° and 
change rapidly with the bombarding energy (Fig. 2 .) .
Fig. 1. The low energy ex c ita tio n  functions for the d ifferen t а-groups emitted in the  
Mg^/d, a/Na23 nuclear reaction. The group numbering refers to the level scheme as given in 
ref. [7].
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Fier. 2. Angular d is t r ib u t io n  cu rves fo r  th e  r e a c t io n  M g"/d , ct/Na23 (ground s ta te )  as a 
function of th e  bombarding energy in  C.M. system.
d./ When averaging over bombarding energy and/or fin a l states the symmetry 
with respect to 90° comes back (Fig. 3*)*
A more quantitative analysis for the low energy data was performed on the 
basis of the correlation function.
a. /  Using the definition given by the formula /1 / and the theoretically pre­
dicted form of F/ е /  the Г values corresponding to the best f it t in g  of the both men­
tioned curves can be got for a l l  the different «-groups. Two typ ical examples are 
given in the Fig. 4. and Fig. 5- The Г values obtained are gathered in the Table 1. 
together with the averaged l i f e  time of the compound nucleus calculated from them.
b. /  Ericson predicts, that the Г dependence of the correlation function in 
the case of the d ifferentia l cross-section has the same form as in the former case. 
For the sake of control we determined the Г value for the third group over the 3*0 -  
- 4 , 2  MeV bombarding energy interval for ö^ab = 145° and got Г = 74,5 keV. One pos­
sible reason for the deviation of th is  value from that got according to a ./  is  the 
invalidity of the assumption on the energy independence of аду using such a large 
energy interval.
c . /  I t  is  c jb, iary t,o compare the quantities
- оАу)2/2оду ; and l/\Jn ,
here n is  the number of the fin a l sta tes  ordinarily taken as 21 + 1 (see e .g . [6]
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Fig. 3. Angular distribution curves for the reaction Mg26/d , a/Na23
a. /  averaged over bombarding energy interval 3,35 < Ed < 3,70 MeV (ground state)
b. /  averaged over bombarding energy interval 3,35 < Ed < 3,70 MeV and final states
from 0 to 6.
Fig. 4. Correlation function for the 2. а-group, (fu ll lin e: Г2/(Г 2 + e 2); Г = 88,4 keV- 
normalised at e = 0! points represent the experimental values).
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Table 2.). In the more recent paper [2] Ericson shows, that n should be the effective  
number of the entrance and exit channels where the angular momenta are to be takon 
into account. Because of the high spin values in our case the e ffec t iv e  number of 













/(a -  oAV) 2 
1 2oAV
0 3/2 0,055 o ,5 83,1
1 5/2 0,035 0,41 33,5
2 7/2 0,052 o,35 82,5 1 ,3 5 .io~20
3 1/2 0,091 0,70 46,5
4 1/2 0,074 0,70 32,5
5 9/2 0,022 0,31 55,0
P ig . 5 . Correlation function for the 4. а-group. Г = 82,5 keV.
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Fig, 6. Mg2B/d,a/N a23 y ie ld s integrated over scattering  angles from в = 80° to в = 160° 
and averaged over 7 bombarding energies from Ед = 3,35 MeV to Ед -  3,70 MeV. The abscissa 
i s  the final state spin I . When I is  known, (ref. [7 ]). аду/ I /  is  marked with a cross. The 
straight lin e  is  drawn through the crosses only, аду for fin a l sta tes of unknown I are 
marked by horizontal l in e s .  The numbers appearing near the crosses or horizontal lin e s  
are the level numbers according to Fig. 8.
The measured аду/ I /  are shown in f ig s . 6. -  7« A cross marks the Оду/ I /  
for a final state whose I  i s  given in [7], when I  i s  not known a horizontal lin e in­
dicates аду. The curves shown are drawn through the points of known I.
Jig. 6. gives the 3 -  4 MeV Mg2B/d, а/ data. An approximately linear corre­
lation  between аду and I  is  observed for I  < 5/2, for I  > 5/2 аду seems to become in­
dependent of I .  A spin of 1/2 for group 3 is  suggested.
The main trend of Fig. 6. especially the I  independence for high values of
I seems to be due mostly to two facts, a breakdown of the J  > I  condition ( i .e . E^ i s
too how) and barrier penetration effects on the a particles ( i.e . #ais  too low).
The 7 - 8  MeY resu lts on Mg2B/d ,a/ illu stra ted  in Fig. 7. seem to follow
the /21 + l/-ru le  for a l l  states observed, i .e .  for I  at least up to 9/2. The better
v a lid ity  of the /21 + l/-r u le  at higher energies i s  qualitatively in accordance with
the s ta t is t ic a l model estimates, i .e .  conditions 2 . /  and 3-/ of section I. are fu ll-  
f i l le d  to a higher degree. That the condition 1 . /  (compound reaction mechanism) i s  
relevant follows from Fig. 3-
We thus suggest that the J-values, that may read off from Fig. 7. (shown in 
the insert of th is figure) for the states %, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 are identical to 
the spin of these states. I t  may be remarked that both high and low energy data yield
1 = 1 / 2  for level 3 (o-od -f » 3 /2  for state 6).
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Fig. 7. MgÎB/d , a/Na23 yields integrated over scattering angles from в = 25° to в - 160° 
and averaged over bombarding energies from Ед = 7,1 MeV to Ед = 7 ,7  MeV. The а-groups 
corresponding to the levels 4 and 5 were resolved from each other for в > 90° only. Their 
yields were converted to total y ields by multipying the адy[0 > 90°] by 
41 + аду (о < 9 0 ° ) /а д у (£  > 90°)] where the ratio is  taken from the (4 + 5) data. Asimilar 
remark is  valid for the groups 8 and 9. See otherwise caption Fig. 6.
IY. T h e  Na2a l e v e l  s c h e m e
The le v e l scheme of Na23 as given in ref. [7] is  shown in f ig . 8. The spin 
values of ref. [7] are stated to the le f t  o f the lev e l diagram, those suggested by 
the present experiment are given to the right of the diagram. Our 1 = 1/2 assignment 
for level 3 i s in  accordance with the measurements of Clegg et a l. [8] and no as­
signment is  in contradiction with other data (see e.g. refs. [7, 93 and [10].
In the right half of the figure we have indicated those states which must 
be considered as in trinsic  states i . e .  state 0, 3> I and 10. The ground state rota­
tional band (see re f . [7]) is  also shown. The remaining states cannot, we think, be 
interpreted uniquely as rotational sequencies or instrinsic  sta tes on the basis of 
present experimental data. The identification  of the three spin 1/2 states, to some 
extent, changes the basis of most theoretical calculations (see e .g . ref. (91 ) . I t  
may be remarks however, that at le a st  three levels  of 1 = 1 / 2  are to be expected in 
the lower lying excitations of Na23 from the theoretical level diagrams of Mottel- 
son and Silsson [11]. An important clue to the understanding of the structure of Na23 
would be the determination of the p arities of the 1 = 1 / 2  states, because i t  i s  not 
possible to id en tify  these states in the Nilsson-Mottelson scheme without this know­
ledge and f ir s t  a fter  such an id en tifica tion  may the interband couplings be calcu­
lated on a safe basis.
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Fig. 8. Level scheme of Na2’ . The lev e l diagram and the spin values to the le f t  are taken 
from ref. [7]. The spin values to the right are suggested by the present experiment. Also 
shown are the ground sta te  rotational band and the three I = 1/2 leve ls  which must be in­
tr in sic  s ta te s . Some of the remaining leve ls  may of course also be in trinsic  states.
Part of the ev a lu ation  work was carried  out by B. Gyarmati*.
We are indebted to  Dr. B. Elbek fo r  p u ttin g  th e  tandem a c c e le ra to r  w ith th e  ne­
cessary  e le c tr o n ic  equipment a t  our d isp o sa l. One o f us (E.K.) w ish es to  thank P ro fesso rs  
A. Bohr and T. Huus fo r  the kind h o s p ita l i ty  extended to  him a t th e  I n s t i tu te  fo r  Theore­
t i c a l  P h ysics in  Copenhagen and the In tern a tio n a l Atomic Energy Agency fo r  supporting h is  
s ta y  in  Denmark.
I n s t i t u t e  o f  Nuclear Research o f the Hungarian Academy o f S c ien ces. Debrecen.
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ИССЛЕДОВАНИЕ УГЛОВЫХ РАСПРЕДЕЛЕНИЙ РЕАКЦИИ Не3 + Т
В. Кюн -  Б. Злвнк
Измерены угловые распределения заряженных частиц для всех каналов реакции Неа+Т 
при энергиях падавших тритонов: 460 Кэв; 665 Кэв; 900 Кэв и 1087 Кэв. Форма полученных 
распределений не изотропная и меняется с энергией. На основании угловых распределений и 
определения соотношений между каналами реакции получены полные сечения реакции и сечения 
для каждого отдельного канала.
1. В в е д е н и е
Исследованию реакции
Не3 + Т— ►Не4 + d 
— ►Не4 + р 
— ►Не6 + р 
— ►Не4 + п
+ 14,31 Мэв 
+ п + 12,08 Мэв 





посвящены три экспериментальные работы [1-3]. В работах C.D. Boák [2] и Ли Га Bnß и др.
[3] оыли найдены соотношения между ветвями реакции и определены полные сечения всех 
трех ветвей. Данные по полным сечениям получены на основании измерения дифференциаль­
ных сечений под углом 90° и последующего пересчета в предположении изотронности рас­
пределения выходов каждого из каналов реакции.
Поскольку предположения о сферической симметрии каждого канала реакции в ин­
тервале рассматриваемых энергий не имели экспериментального подтверждения, нами были 
проведены эти исследования. 2
2. М е т о д и к а  и з м е р е н и й
Измерения проводились с ионами трития, ускоренными электростатическим гене­
ратором ОИЯИ. Напряжение генератора стабилизировалось с точностью 0,1  -  0 ,2  % и калиб­
ровалось по резонансным пикам реакции F (p ,y ). Ионы трития, ускоренные электростатичес­
ким генератором, пройдя через магнитный анализатор и коллиматор (0 = 1,5 мм), попадали 
на входное окошко точечной газовой мишени, помешенной в центре вакуумной камеры [4].
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Рис. 1. Схема опыта.
Схема опыта представлена на рис. 1. Окошко газовой мишени закрывалось тонкой слюдяной 
пленкой (при Eip = 1 Мэв, ЛЕ % 35 Кэв). Давление Не3 в мишени составляло 40 мм рт.ст. 
Ток падавших частиц измерялся цилиндром Фарадея, соединенным с интегратором тока. Рас­
положение цилиндра Фарадея показано на рис. 1. Для проведения измерений под 0° дно 
Цилиндра Фарадея заклеивалось тонкой фольгой из алюминия (3 мг/см2) ,  достаточной для 
поглощения пучка ускоренных ионов, но пропускавшей продукты реакций.
Частицы, образующиеся в результате ядерной реакции/ рефистрировались телес­
копом, состоящим из пропорционального счетчика и малогабаритного фотоумножителя ФЭУ-31 
с кристаллом CsJ. Телесный угол телескопа составлял 1 ,3 4 .10“2 стер ., а угловое разре­
шение 7,5°. Пропорциональный счетчик и фотоумножитель были включены в схему совпадений 
что обеспечивало уменьшение фона от нейтронов и у-квантов. Разрешение фотоумножителя 
для протонов с энергией 10 Мэв составляло 10 %. Импульсы от фотоумножителя после уси­
ления подаыались на многоканальный анализатор, работавший в режиме совпадения. Управ­
лявшими импульсами для многоканального анализатора являлись импульсы от пропорциональ­
ного счетчика. Монитором служил фотоумножитель ФЭУ-С с кристаллом CsJ, расположенный 
под углом 4ff к падавшему пучку ионов трития.
Поскольку дейтроны из ветви /1 /  и протоны из ветви /3 /  имеют близкие энер­
гии, они телескопом не разрешаются. Необходимое разрешение пиков протонов и дейтронов 
реакции /1 / и /3 /  может быть получено путом использования различия тормозной способ-
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ности для дейтронов и протонов в некотором веществе. В качестве такого вещества ис- 
польсовался алюминий. При проведении измерений под различными углами задача усложняет­
ся тем, что энергия дейтронов и протонов из реакций /1 /  и /3 /  меняется с углом. (При 
Ет = 900 Кэв, Ed (0°) = 12,4 Мэв, Ed (l53°) = 7 , 8  Мэв, Ер (0°) = 11,5 Мэв и Ер (153°) = 
= 8,2 Мэв). Это требует использования при различных углах алюминиевых фольг различных 
толщин. Расчет показал, что при измерениях под углами от 0° до 60° хорошее разрешение 
можно получить с фольгой 90 мг/см2, а при углах от 60° до 153° с фольгой 60 мг/см2.
Поскольку эти толстые фольги срезают большую часть непрерывного спектра, 
соответствующего ветви /2 / ,  необходимо дополнительное измерение без разделяющих фольг. 
Но та часть непрерывного спектра, на которую накладываются импульсы от а-частиц из 
какалов /1 / ,  /2 /  и /3 / ,  остается ненаблюдаемой. В связи с этим измерение угловых рас­
пределений протонов из канала /2 / производилось с фольгой 7,4 мг/см2, которая поглоща­
ла все указанные а-частицы. Эта фольга совместно с окошком и газом счетчика срезает 
непрерывный спектр от 0 до 2,6 Мэв. Полный спектр может быть получен разумной экстра­
поляцией экспериментально измеренной части спектра к нулю.
Таким образом, задача разделения каналов реакции включает:
а .  /  измерение угловых распределений в интервале углов 0° -  153° без разде­
ляющей фольги;
б .  /  измерение угловых распределений в интервале углов 0° -  60° с фольгой
90 мг/см2;
в . /  измерение угловых распределений в интервале углов 60° -  153° с фольгой
60 мг/см2.
При измерении угловых распределений на точечной газовой мишени форма непре­
рывного спектра искажается протонами из реакций О18 ( t ,p ) 0 18 и C12(t,p )C  *, происхо­
дящих на окошке мишени. Для получения спектра в более чистом виде необходимо, чтобы 
продукты реакций, происходящих на окошке мишени, не попадали в телескоп. Этому тре­
бованию удовлетворяет "длинная" мишень, представленная на рис. 1. С помощью "длинной" 
мишени была изучена форма непрерывного спектра под углами 30° -  145° в интервале 
энергий 460 -  1087 Кэв. В пределах ошибок измерений форма спектра оказывалась всегда 
прямоугольной. Этот результат подтвердился при измерениях спектров с фольгами толщи­
ной 90 и 60 мг/см2, где часто было возможно наблюдать непрерывный спектр вблизи пика 
протонов реакции /3 / .
3. Р е з у л ь т а т ы  и з м е р е н и й
На рис. 2. представлены (в системе центра масс) угловые распределения дейт­
ронов канала /1 /  реакции Не3 + Т. Среднеквадратичная ошибка каждой точки распределе­
ний не превышает ±5 %. На оси ординат этого и последующих графиков нанесены дифферен­
циальные сечения. Абсолютные величины этих сечений получены нормировкой относитель­
ного хода кривых по данным дифференциальных сечений под углом 90°, представленных в 
работе [3].
Из рисунка видно, что угловое распределение при 460 Кэв симметрично относи­
тельно 90° и имеет максимум при 90а . С увеличением энергии положение максимума не ме­
няется, в то время как дифференциальное сечение в максимуме растет. При энергии 665 
Кэв и выше наблюдается асимметрия в угловых распределениях, значение которой превы­
шает ошибки измерений.
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Рис. 2. Угловые распределения дейтронов канала /1 /  реакции Не8 + Т в системе центра масс.
На рис. 3 . представлены угловые распределения протонов из канала /3 /  реак­
ции (в системе центра масс). Среднеквадратичная ошибка этих измерений составляет 20 -  
-  30 %. При энергии 665 Кэв в районе 40° появляется широкий максимум. С ростом энергий 
положение этого максимума смешается в сторону больших углов.
Угловые распределения непрерывной части спектра приведены на рис. 4. Эти 
распределения представлены в лабораторной системе координат. Среднеквадратичная ошибка 
каздой экспериментальной точки не превышает 12 %. Как видно из рисунка, полученные 
распределения асимметричны относительно угла 90°. Выход частиц в малые углы более ве­
роятен. При возрастании энергии эта асимметрия увеличивается.
Полученные результаты показывают, что начиная уже с энергии 460 Кэв угловые 
распределения продуктов реакции каждого канала не изтропны.
На основании измерений спектров под углом 90° при энергиях 460, 665, 900 и 
1087 Кэв определялись соотношения между выходами продуктов реакции каждого канала. 
Результаты измерений и их среднеквадратичные ошибки представлены в табл. 1. Как видно 
из таблицы, в пределах ошибок измерений эти соотношения не меняются.
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Рис. 3. Угловые распределения протонов канала /3 /  реакции Не3 + Т в системе центра масс.
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Рис. 4. Угловые распределения непрерывного спектра протонов канала / 2 /  реакции Не3 + Т в 
лабораторной системе. (Шкала ординат кривой для 1087 Кэв сменена на 1 мб/стерад 
вверх.)
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Таблица 1.
Соотношения между выходами разных каналов реакции Не® + Т
Энергия
Канал
460 Кэв 665 Кэв 900 Кэв 1087 Кэв
канал /1 / (43,5 ± 2) % (45,5 ± 2) % (45,5 ± 2) % (46 ± 2) %
канал /2 / (50 ± 6) % (48,5 ± 6) % (46. 5 ± 6) % (45 ± 6) %
канал /3 / (6 ± 1,5) % (6 ± 1,5) % (7 + 1,5) % (9 + 1,5) %
В таблице 2 и на рис. 5. представлены сечения каждого канала реакции и пол­
ное сечение реакции Не3 + Т в интервале энергии 460 -  1087 Кэв. Сечения получены на 
основании угловых распределений, представленных на рис. 2 ., 3 . ,  4. В этой таблице 
представлены среднеквадратичные ошибки в определении сечения. На рис. 5. также предс­
тавлены кривая полного сечения реакции Не3 + Т (кривая 6), измеренная Ли Га Енои и др. 
[3]. Из сравнения результатов видно, что начиная с энергий примерно 650 Кэв данные 
этих авторов сушественно расходятся с данными настоящей работы. Это объясняется тем, 
что вычисление полных сечений реакции Не3 + Т в работе [3] было проведено в предполо­
жении сферической симметрии угловых распределений продуктов реакции, высказанном впер­
вые C.D. Moak [2]. Наши измерения не подтвердили это предположение.
Таблица 2.
Полные сечения реакции Не3 + Т
Энергия
Канал
460 Кэв 665 Кэв 900 Кэв 1087 Кэв
о (мбн) А о (мбн) А о (мбн) А а (мбн) А
канал / 1 / 1 1 ,2  + 0 , 6  0 ,4 1 1 6 ,9  + 0 ,8  0 ,4 0 1 9 ,6  ± 1 , 0  0 ,3 9 2 1 ,0  ± 1 , 0  0 ,4 0
кан ал  / 2 / 1 4 ,4  + 1 ,7  0 ,5 3 2 2 ,5  + 2 ,7  0 ,5 3 2 7 ,1  ± 3 ,2  0 ,5 4 2 7 ,5  + 3 ,3  0 ,5 2
канал  / 3 / 1 ,7  ± 0 ,3  0 ,0 6 2 ,9  + 0 ,6  0 ,0 7 3 ,3  + 0 ,7  0 ,0 7 4, 4 + 0 ,9  0 ,0 8
полные 2 7 ,3  + 1 ,8 42, 3 + 2 ,8 5 0 ,0  ± 3 , 4 5 2 ,9  + 3 ,6
(Данные в столбце А представляют долю выхода соответствующего'канала по от' 
ношению к полному сечению реакции.)
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Рис. 5. Полные сечения реакции Не3 + Т 
Кривая 1 -  канал /1 /,
Кривая 2 -  канал /2 /,
Кривая 3 -  канал /3 / ,
Кривая 4 -  полное оечение реакции Не3 + Т,
Кривая 5 -  сечение реакции Не3 + Т, взятое из работы lu  Га Вна и др. [3]. ;■
Авторы выражают глубокую благодарность Г. М. Осетинскому и И. В. Сизову за пос­
тоянный интерес и денные обсуждения, П.П. Костромичу за  изготовления газовых мишеней, а 
также группе обслуживания электростатического генератора.
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NUCLEAR RECOIL IN 14,8 MeV ENERGY NEUTRON REACTIONS
J. Csikai - Mrs.P. Bornemisza - I .  Hunyadi
Institu te of Nuclear Research of the Hungarian 
Academy of Sciences, Debrecen, Hungary
1. N u c l e a r  r e c o i l  a n d  c r o s s  s e c t i o n  m e a s u r e ­
m e n t
The activation method is  often applied for determining the fa st neutron re­
action cross sections. Generally thin fo i l s  are used for measuring (e .g . [1-4]). Ne­
vertheless due to nuclear recoil during the activation a part of the active nuclei i s  
breaking o ff  from the fo i l ,  which must be taken into consideration i f  the cross sec­
tion is  determined from the measured activ ity . The ratio of the a c tiv it ie s  o f the bro­
ken off nuclei (Ac) and that remaining in the f o i l  (Af) depends on the thickness of 
i t .  I f  the fo i l  is  thicker than the range (J0) of the recoil nuclei having the maximum 
energy, then the activ ity  of broken o ff nuclei i s  saturated, in which case there is  a 
simple relation between the ratio Ac/A f and the thickness X of the fo il:
ч
Ar C
—  » ------  / 1/
A f X -  C
For a given saturated thickness X the value of the constant C can be computed simply 
from the measurement o f the ratio Aj Af .  Knowing C the value of the ra tio  Ac/Af  can 
be given for any thickness X > X0. The connection between the value A -  Ac + Af which 
i s  necessary to determine the cross section and the activ ity  Af remaining in the fo i l  
is:
/ V
In many cases the re la t iv e  method is  used to determine the cross sec tio n  values, 
mainly choosing the reactions Al27 (n, a)Na24 and Cu63 (n, 2n) Cu82 for the -standardisa­
tion.
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Pig. 1. Targeting arrangement for irradiation. Ratio of the broken o ff (Ac) and produced 
(A) active nuclei vs. target fo i l  thickness.
We investigated  the thickness dependence of the ratio  of the broken o ff  
(Ac) and the to ta l (A) a c t iv it ie s  in the case of Al27 (n,p) Mg27 and Al27 (n, a)Na24 
reactions. The irrad iation  were performed by 14,8 MeV energy neutrons, originating  
from D + T reaction, the target arrangement can be seen in Fig. 1. The values of Ac 
and Af belonging to the Mg27 and Na24 nuclei was determined from the measurements 
o f the beta a c t iv i t ie s  of the f o i l s  a, b, c. I t  can be seen from the ra tio s  A j A  
plotted in the figure, that in the case of f o i l  thickness used for the cross sec­
tion measurements the broken o ff a c tiv ity  can reach 8 -  10 % of the to ta l activ ity .
In table I.are given the C values occuring in relations /1 /  and /2 /  for 
some important reactions with 14,8 MeV bombarding neutron energy, in the case of sub­
stitu ting X mg/cm2.
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Table I.
Reaction Maximum recoil energy (MeV) C
A l27 (n, a) Na24 3,814 0,245
Al27 (n,p)Mg27 1,951 0,197
Co69 (n, a)Mn6e 2,17 0,104
Cue3(n, °n) Cue2 0,637 0,040
CuBB (n, 2n) CuB4 0,728 0,040
СпвБ (n,p)Nies 0,353 0,050
Ag107 (n, 2n) Ag108 0,471 0,014
Ag100 (n,2n)Agws 0,476 0,012
2. T h e  .‘ a n g e  o f  r e c o i l  n u c l e i
The range and the range straggling of slow moving atoms is  not cleared up in 
the cases when the atomic number of the moving atom and the stopping medium is  nearly 
equal [5]. The investigation of the range of the recoil nuclei originating from reac­
tions (n,a); (n,p); (n, y) ; (n,2n) in target material can provide important data for 
the solution of the problem. Equations [1], [2] hold only in the cases of X > X0, 
therefore the thickness X = X0 beginning when the value of Ac/A -  С/Х i s  not zero, i s  
ju st the range of the maximum energy reco il nuclei. With th is  method we examined the 
range of r e c o il nuclei in aluminium, originating from reactions A l27 (n,p)Mg27 and 
A l27 (n, a)Na24 in the case of 14,8 MeV neutron energy.
The range of the recoil nucleus can be measured by a simple method and with 
very great accuracy in case of certain neutron reactions, namely i f  the direction and 
size of the momentum of the recoil nucleus are nearly equal to those of the bombarding 
neutrons. This happens for example in the (n,y) reactions and (n, 2n) reactions having 
high negative Q values. In these cases at the calculation of the reco il energy one does 
not need to take into account Sjhe negligib le energy and momentum of the emitted par­
tic le s , and so the experimentally measured range can be ordered to a rather w ell-  
defined energy. The energy of the reco il nucleus is  given in a good approximation by 
the formula:
p En
Er = т п  / 3 /
where En i s  the energy of the bombarding neutron, and A the mass number o'f the target 
nucleus. I f  the incident neutron beam is  perpendicular to the plane of the target
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where X is  the f o i l  thickness and Ac and Af are the a c t iv it ie s  that reco il into the 
catcher and retaind in  the target f o i l ,  respectively. The value of X, Ac and Af are 
taken from the experiments. The above rela tion  i s  va lid  only in case X > R. With 
th is  method we determined the range o f  140 keV Rh104 nuclei, originating from the 
reaction Rhws (n, yJRh10^  in rhodium.
Nielson gives a theoretical expression for the range:
R = 0,6
{Z2/*  + Z*l* ) V« At + A,
Zx Zs 4i
A*Ei (ué/on2) /5/
where Zu At and Zc, A2 are the atomic numbers and masses for the incoming particles  
and the tarteg atoms, respectively, and Ex is  the energy o f  the incoming particle  in  
keV.
Table II . contains the range values determined experimentally and computed 










M 27g 1,95 0,800 1,329
Na24 3,81 1,500 2,965
Rh104 0,14 0,089 0,043
Comparing the values measured and calculated i t  turns out that the ranges 
determined by the Nielsen formula agree within a factor of two with our experimental 
results (however the direction of the deviation is  not the same). An extensive ex­
perimental program is  in progress with the above mentioned method, for the range mea­
surement.
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В. O b s e r v a t i o n  o f  f a s t  n e u t r o n  r e a c t i o n  u s  
i n g  r e c o i l  t e c h n i q u e
The occurrence of a reaction is  often proved by the appearence of a radio-^ 
a ctiv ity  due to a residual nucleus of known h a lf - life . Nevertheless i f  any concurrent 
reaction of high cross section ex ists; i t  i s  practically  impossible to show the pre­
sence of the low cross section activ ity , by analising the complex decay curve -  espe­
c ia lly  i f  there is  but a l i t t l e  difference between the h a lf - liv e s . In the case of 
short h a lf-liv e s  even the chamical separation cannot be applied. In some cases the 
separation of the residual nuclei due to different reactions can be achieved through 
nuclear recoil. Investigating fast neutron reactions, recoil technique can be applied 
mainly in the observation of (n, a) processes. I f  the value of Q i s  negative the re­
c o il  nuclei from the (n,p) reaction cannot leave the fo i l  backwards ( i .e .  ppposite the 
bombarding d irection ). Almost in every case o f (n,2n) reactions the reco il nucleus 
emerge only into the forward direction, because o f the great negative value of Q, and 
so no disturbance arises when observing the (n, a) reaction o f considerably lower cross 
section. In bombarding a Cu f o i l  with 14,8 MeY neutrons we obrained an a c tiv ity  of 
h a lf-liv es  1,52 min. and 13,50 min. on the backward polyethylene which proves the 
presence of Cuee (n, a)Coe2’ 82m reactions. We obtained as cross section ratio 1,4 how­
ever i t  belongs only to the transitions Ea £ 3, 75 MeV because nuclear reco il occurs 
in th is case only backward.
Bombarding silver  with neutrons, a c t iv it ie s  of h a lf- liv e s  4 ,5  min. and 125 
min. were observed in the backward direction, which proves the existence of reactions 
Ag107 (n, <x)Kh104m and Ag10e (n, oi)Rhloem.
Some attempts w ill be made with the reco il technique to observe the (n,He1 23 4*6) 
reactions, too, which were u n t il l  now unobservable, because o f the great background 
effects.
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ИССЛЕДОВАНИЕ ЭНЕРГЕТИЧЕСКОЙ ЗАВИСИМОСТИ ОТНОШЕНИЙ СЕЧЕНИЙ ИЗОМЕРОВ
Й. Бачо -  Ю. Чикаи - #. Дароци 
Институт Ядерных Исследований ВАН, Дебрецен
1, В в е д е н и е
В ядерных реакциях кроме заряда, энергии, радиуса и четности участвующих 
ядер значительную роль играет также их момент количества движения. В случае высоких 
энергий возбуждения вместо момента количества движения отдельных уровней можно гово­
рить только о распределении момента количества движения уровней в малом интервале 
энергии. Бете [1] и Блох [2] показали, что плотность уровней с моментом количества 
движения J  при энергии возбуждения В дается уравнением:
o(J) р(о) С2J + 1)
- (J  + 1/2) */2о* 
е
где о (о) плотность уровней с моментом количества движения 0, о параметр, дающий зави­
симость плотности уровней от спина.
В многочисленных ядерных реакциях конечное ядро имеет также долгоживущее ме- 
тастабильное состояние, спин которого сильно, энергия немного отличается от, спина и 
энергии основного состояния. Отношение вероятностей возникновения основного и метаста- 
бильного состояния (изомерной пары) называется отношением сечений изомеров или отноше­
нием выходов изомеров. Отношение сечений изомеров правильно отражает эффекты, причи­
ненные моментом количества движения на ядерные реакции.
Определение параметра о возможно путем сравнения отношений сечений изомеров, 
полученных экспериментально и по теории составного ядра [3-6]. Если составное ядро 
имеет большие моменты количества движения, тогда отношение сечений изомеров сильнее 
зависит от значения параметра о, из-з^ этого исследование этого отношения в зависимос­
ти от энергии бомбардирующей частицы дает важные данные для определения зависимости
плотности уровней от спина [5-8]. v « » г)! 10 3Цель нашей работы, кроме дополнения значении сечении реакции ядер кп ,
I n 118 и Зг01 с нейтронами, дать экспериментальные данные для зависимости параметра а 
от энергии возбуждения.
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2. М е т о д  и а п п а р а т у р а  и з м е р е н и й
Измерения в случае родия и индия были проведены активационным методом тер­
мическими нейтронами и нейтронами с энергией 24 и 116 кэв, 2 ,5 ; 3,1 и 14,7 Мэв. При 
активации термическими нейтронами были применены Sb-Be фотонейтронный источник [9], 
помещенный внутри парафинового блока большого размера, и метод Cd-разности (рис. 1А). 
Нейтроны с энергией 24 кэв получились из Sb-Be фотонейтронного источника в нерас­
сеивающей окружности (рис. 1Б). Нейтроны с энергией 116 кэв были получении из реак­
ции C12(d,n)N13, с энергией 2,5 и 3 ,1  Мэв из реакции H2(d,n)He3 на ускорителе AT0MKI 
на 800 kV каскадного типа [10], а с энергией 14,7 Мэв из реакции H3(d,n)He4 на нейт­
ронном генераторе на 100 kV [11]. Для обсолютного измерения потока нейтронов и для 
определения его временной флуктуации был использован "длинный счетчик" (рис. 1В). 
Для определения обсолютного значения потока нейтронов "длинный счетчик" колибровался 
источником Ро-Be с известным потоком нейтронов [12]. Зависимость чувствительности 
от энергии учитывалась на основе работы Вацепа и др. [13].
D Лучок
Рис. 1. Схемы активаций нейтронами различной энергии.
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Толщины использованных в измерениях Rh и In  фольг были 124 и 153 м г/см 2 
соотвественно. ß-активносщь фольг детектировалась торцевым счетчиком Гейгера, им­
пульсы которого подавались на пересчетный прибор ПС-10000. Числа счета непрерывно 
работающего прибора в определенных моментах регистрировались киносъемочным аппара­
том.
В случае I n 116 определилисьотношения сечений, и з-за  этого необходимо было 
внести поправки только на различие в самопоглащении источника и в поглащении окна в 
следствие отличия максимальных энергий ß-групп изомеров In 110 и In llem. Эти поправки 
были рассчйтанны на основе разультатов£эке£а и Каца [14], и также Броветто и др. [15]. 
В случае Rh103 определялось и обсолютное значение сечения из обсолютной активности 
фольги. Для этого счетчик Гейгера калибровался стандартом U02S04, используя те же гео­
метрические условия, как и в случае фольги, и учитывая отличия в толщинах и бета-спек­
трах лоточников.
3. И с с л е д о в а н и я  э н е р г е т и ч е с к о й  з а в и с и м о с т и  
о т н о ш е н и й  с е ч е н и й  в о з н и к н о в е н и я  и з о м е р о в  
Rh104»104111 и I n 113' 113 m в р е а к ц и и  (п, у)
По схеме распада Rh104 [16] ядро из метастабильного состояния с высоким спи­
ном (Im = 5) переходит практически полностью в основное состояние с низким значением 
спина (Ig = 1 ) .  Чувствительностью нашего детектора к возникающим при этом переходе у- 
лучам низкой энергии можно пренебречь; по колибровке источником Се141 это меньше 0 ,4  %. 
Таким образом определение чисел ядер как в основном, так и в метастабильном состоянии 
производилось путем измерения ß-эмиссии основного состояния. В этом случае и при пос­
тоянном потоке и активности насыщения отношение сечений изомеров (og/om) дается в з а ­
висимости от отношения активностей (Ag/A^ выражением:
1 ,
где \g  и постоянные распада основного и метастабильного состояния соотвественно.
.По схеме распада In 110 [16] ядро из метастабильного состояания с высоким спи­
ном (Im = 5) переходит в стабильное ядро Sn110 четырьмя ß-группами, а основное сос­
тояние с низким значением спина [1^ = 0; 1) одной ß-группой. у-переход между изомерными 
состояниями не имеется. Поэтому в случае постоянного потока и активности насыщения 
отношение сечений изомеров дается непосредственно отношением активностей.
Если поток нейтронов во время активации изменяется, соотношение между Og/am 
и Аф/Ат сложнее, но несмотря на это, изменение потока может быть учтено с любой точ­
ностью [17, 18].
Параметры сложных кривых распада были определены методом "maximum l i k e l i ­
hood" [19, 20].
Полученные значения отношений сечений изомеров при указанных выше энергиях 
нейтронов даны в таблице I.
Таблица 1.
Энергетическая зависимость о^/а™ в реакциях 
( В случае In  ош = ош®^ мин + а ^ ’ ®°ек) .









14,7 Мэв 3,28 0,194
Из наших измерений могут быть определены кроме данных выше отношений сечений 
следующие новые сечения:
24 кэв
Rh10- (n, у) 
In118 (n, у)
Og = 1,68 Ьа/  ony = Og + Ощ = 1,89 Ьа/
og =. 223 mb6/  ony = 1028 mb6/
2,5 Мэв










Og = 10,6 mb om = 3,2 mb =, 13,8 mb
on(, = 10,2 mb
а/  Принимая результат am *= 0 ,2 b Гамвла и Гамермвша [21]. 
6/  Принимая результат ош *= 805 mb И&клина и др. [22]. 
в/ Принимая результат am = 90 mb Кохэна [23],
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Интересно отметить, что в случае Rh нельзя пренебречь распадом y-переходом 
по отношению эмиссии других частиц даже при высоких возбуждениях.
Для расчета отношения сечений изомеров в случае Вг80 Кац и др. [24] ввели 
т .н . отношение каскадного разветвления, независимое от энергии возбуждения:
число переходов на основное состояние 
число переходов на метастабильное состояние
r j  обозначает частоту переходов промежуточного ядра с моментом каличества движения 
«Кнаосновную и метастабильную уровни. Таким образом зная r j  и распределение моментов 
каличества движения промежуточного ядра отношение сечений изомеров может быть расчи- 
танно.
Распределение моментов количества движения J  промежуточного ядра в зависи­




S - \ l - s \
V “* 2J * 1
2 2  (2s + 1 ) (21 + 2) ^
где X длина волны Дв Бройля падающего нейтрона, s  спин нейтрона, I  спин ядра-мишени, 
S спин канала, Tj(Æ) проницаемость поверхности ядра для нейтронов с энергией Е и 
орбитальным моментом I. Значения ) в случае нейтронов могут быть точно рассчи- 
танны [26, 17].
Нами была рассмотренна применимость отношения каскадного разветвления, ха­
рактеризующего распада, в случае реакции Rh108 (n, Y)Rh104' ю*т . В таблице 2. даны из­
меренные и рассчитанные значения Og/om, и значения a(J,E) и r j.
Таблица 2.
Измеренные и расчитанные значения Og/am, и значения a(J,E) и r j.
Е \






термич. о , 2500 0,7500 п,53 12,3
24 Кэв 0,2274 0,7160 0,0566 8,44 10,1
116 Кэв 0,1792 0,6391 0,1744 0,0073 ' 5,29 7,0
2,5 Мэв 0,0497 0,2733 0,3328 0,2376 0,0912 0,0151 0,0004 4,42 2,0
14,7 Мэв 0,0117 0,0700 0,1144 0,1540 0,1824 0,1365 0,1519 0,0880 0,0328 0,0073 0,0009 3,28 0,44
rJ 1/0 9/1 2/1 1/1 1/2 1/9 0/1 0/1 0 /1 0/1 0/1
/
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Измеренные и рассчитанные отношения сечений изомеров удовлетворительно сог­
ласуются только при термических энергиях, в то время как расхождение становится все 
большее при высоких энергиях. Это означает, что отношение каскадного разветвления, 
введенное Кацом и др ., не может считаться общедействующим законом.
4. Ф л у к т у а ц и я  о т н о ш е н и я  с е ч е н и й  и з о м е р о в  в 
з а в и с и м о с т и  о т  э н е р г и и  д л я  р е а к ц и и  Вг81 (п, 2п)Вг80
Из-за статистической флуктуации сечения [27] можно ожидать, что при хорошем 
разрешении появляется флуктуация и в энергетической зависимости отношений сечений изо­
меров. Для исследований целесообразно выбрать реакцию с низким уровнем возбуждения ко­
нечного ядра, чтобы уменьшить усредняющее влияние у-каскадов. Для этого реакция 
Вг81(n,2n)Br80' ®°т казалась подходящей. Энергетическая зависимость отношений сечений 
изомеров исследовалась методом активации при энергиях нейтронов Еп = 13, 5 * 14,7  Мэв и 
при разрешении 100 кэв. Нейтроны получились в реакции D + Т на ускорителе низкого 
напряжения (80 kV). Энергия изменялась, как это показывается на рис. 2 ., расположе­
нием мишени в различных направлениях. Нанося использованное в исследованиях LiBr на 
конусные поверхности разного угла раствора из фильтровальной бумаги, обеспечивалось 
весьма строгое определение направления.
Активность мишеней определялась сцинтилляционным y-спектрометром [28, 29]. 
Применением у-спектрометра с одной стороны удалось упростить обработку сложной кри­
вой распада, с другой стороны исключить активность Se81, происходящего из реакции 
(п,р) и имеющего период полураспада, равный периоду ядра Вг .
П-ЛУЧОК
I /  В г
Рис. 2. Схема активации в случае реакции Вг01 (n.gnJBr80» eom.
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Рис. 3. Энергетическая зависимость отношений сечений изомеров при разрешении ДЕП ~ 100 кэв.
На рис. 3. показании измеренные отношения сечений изомеров в зависимости ст 
энергии нейтронов. Из кривой видно, что появляется, как это и ожидалось, значительная 
флуктуация в энергетической зависимости отношения сечений изомеров.
Для среднего значения отношений сечений изомеров в интервале энергий 13, 5 * 
+ 14, 7 Мэв получилось значение
°g
—— » 0, 755,
От
хорошо согласующееся результатом 0,716 Строхала и др. [30].
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В заключении авторы считают своим долгом выразить благодарность Т. Балогу (KLTE) 
и П, Ураи (KFKI) за оказанную нам помощь в математической обработке сложных кривых рас­
пада, Ч. Уйхейи за изготовление стандартного источника и лаборанту 1. Боднару за участие 
в нумерических расчетах.
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PROBLEMS AND RESULTS IN THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL 
INVESTIGATIONS ON e/ß+ RATIO
D. В erényi
Institute of Nuclear Research of the Hungarian 
Academy of Sciences, Debrecen, Hungary
The present sta te  of the theory and the experiment concerning the electron cap­
ture to positron emission ratio  is  given. The experimental methods and procedures are re­
viewed too. Some application of the determination of the ratio  and some open problems in 
connection with i t  are discussed especially in the case of forbidden transitions.
1. INTRODUCTION
Among the phenomena and characteristics of beta-decay ( i .e .  negative and 
positive beta-decay as well as electron capture) there are such which can obviously 
occur only in electron capture and positive beta-decay processes, respectively. These 
are the orbital capture ratios (К/L, Lj/L-q  etc.) and the branching ratio of electron 
capture to positron emission (e/ß+) in transitions of the decaying nucleus to the same 
level of the daughter nucleus. One can use these to determine parameters o f nuclear 
lev els  and nuclear transitions but the relative probability of the capture of electron 
from the different atomic orb itals or also the relative probability of the electron  
capture and positron emission processes are interesting in themselves too, as phenome­
na, because they are not clarified  in any respect especially in forbidden transitions.
In the present survey article  the author tr ies  to summarize the results and 
problems in connection with the capture to positron ratio esp ecia lly  for forbidden 
transitions for the above mentioned reasons. In the second section are reviewed the 
experimental methods and procedures of the determination of e /ß + ratio ( f ir s t  of a l l  
e^/ß+ ratio, as from the view-point of comparison with the theory, i t  i s  the most im­
portant). After that the theoretical calculations and experimental results as well as 
the comparison of these are discussed (Section 3) and f in a lly  some conclusions are 
drawn for existing problems and necessary farther measurements and calculations (Sec­
tion 4).
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2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The individual methods for the determination of the capture to positron  
ratio are not universally  valid. Partly they supplement one another, partly depend 
on the actual decay scheme [1, 2] .
One of the simplest procedures is  the comparison of the annihilation peak 
and the peak corresponding to X-ray radiation following К-capture in the s c in t i l la ­
tion y-spectrum. In addition to the usual correction (energy distribution), fluores­
cence yield and internal conversion -  i f  i t  is  present -  also have to be considered. 
Furthermore, also in  case of an appropriate decay-scheme, the K-X-ray peak can be 
compared with a Y~peak [3]. It is  likewise possible to determine the ejj/ß + ratio by 
measuring the area of the annihilation and an adequate Y- peak. Here of course, the 
usual corrections also have to be made. For the la tter , one of the la test examples is  
the measurement of Monaro et a l. for Zr80 [4] ; while the former ones could rather be 
applied to nuclides of higher atomic number.
The proportional counter, as i s  well-known, is  generally suitable for the 
spectroscopy of radiations with low energy. Under suitable conditions, the eg/ß+ ra­
t io  can be determined by applying a high pressure proportional counter with an inter­
nal source. In th is way the peaks from the positrons and X-ray quanta, as well as the 
Auger electrons can be compared after the necessary corrections.
In magnetic ß-spectrometers, the continuous positron spectrum can be compar­
ed with peaks corresponding to the Auger electrons. This method is  applicable only at 
higher atomic numbers where the energy of Auger electrons i s  high enough to be re­
liab ly  detected in the magnetic spectrometer. However, to determine the ej^/ß+ ratio, 
here also in the same way as in the former methods, i t  is  necessary to know the fluo­
rescence yields. Theoretically i t  i s  possible to determine the ratio of electron cap­
ture to positron emission also by comparing the continuous ß+-spectrura with a suitable 
internal or external conversion lin e , i f  the internal conversion coefficient, i .e .  i f  
the cross-section of the photo or Compton effect i s  known.
The second and frequently used group of methods.for determining the ej /^ß+ 
ratio include procedures which apply the former apparatuses in coincidence. For the 
application, for instance, of a proportional counter and sc in tilla tio n  techniques in 
coincidence, some o f  tbe la te s t examples are [5] and [6] . The s c in tilla t io n  method 
combined with a magnetic spectrometer in coincidence is  used in [7] • In the case of 
[8] three sc in tilla t io n  crystals are in coincidence, two of which detect the annihi­
lation quanta.
Then i t  i s  possible to determine the ej^/ß+ ratio by applying different me­
thods and perhaps other samples to obtain separately the positron ratio and separate­
ly  the capture (X-ray) ratio to a third radiation (ß“-rays, Y-rays or conversion elec­
trons) present in the disintegration. Examples in th is case are [9-11].
Therefore, as we can see three main types of method used for the determina­
tion of E /^ß+ ratio can be distinguished. The f ir s t  one determines the ratio of elec­
tron capture and positron emission by applying the same source and making measurements 
in the same apparatuses (s c in t il la t io n  counter, proportional counter, magnetic ß- 
spectrometer). In the second one the same source for measurements in used but the ap­
paratuses above are in coincidence. Finally, the branching ratio can be determined
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by measuring separately the co effic ien t of electron capture for a given transition  
and separately the coeffic ien t of positron disintegration referred to a third radia­
tion so that d ifferent apparatuses and maybe d ifferent samples are used in the two 
separate measurements, and from that data on the eg/ß+ ratio can be calculated.
3. THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
3.1. A l l o w e d  t r a n s i t i o n s
The branching ratio of electron capture and positron emission can be obtain­
ed by dividing the probability for the two processes, i .e .  by the Mdller’ s formula and 
the Fermi’ s formula [1]. This way the capture to positron ratio for s-electrons
es  я (#o + Ws ) 2gg*
V ” --------- ----------------------------- /в -V
(1 + Yo) f  Vpq'F0 + {Z,tr)dtf 
I
In th is formula the used notations are the following: lf0 i s  the to ta l disintegration  
energy (in units mec2) available for the transition (pest mass of electron is  not in­
cluded); is  the to ta l energy of a I  or Aj electron in units mec2 (rest mass includ­
ed); gs is  the large radial function of the electron; Yo ” (I - a2Zs) , where a i s
the fine structure constant; If i s  the to ta l energy of positron in un its mec 2; p » 
= (If2 - l ) 1/« , momentum of positron; <7 *» Wa— H, energy of tiieneutrino; F0*(Z,lf) 
i s  the Coulomb correction factor in normalized form, F0 {Z » О) = I,
The formula gives the electron capture from sh e lls  К and Aj i f  ejj and 
respectively are substituted for es , and at the same time gj and g ^  respectively are 
substituted for gs .
It is  not worthwhile here to consider the capture from other shells because 
with energies where positron emission also i s  possible (lf0 > 1,02 MeV) , the capture 
takes place almost entirely from the s-orbits, and predominantly from the 1-sh e ll [12]. 
1-capture here is  about ten-times more probable than Aj-capture, while Ajjj-capture is  
forbidden in allowed cases and so thus makes a n eg lig ib le  contribution to allowed 
transitions. The capture from the Ajj-subshell is  le ss  probable at least by one, but 
at lower atomic numbers by two or three orders of magnitude than Aj-capture [2, 12] .
Feenberg and Trigg [13] were the f ir s t  to make calculations about e^/ß+ rar- 
t io , for allowed cases, and they gave the results diagrammatically. These workers used 
simple Coulomb wave-functions and ignored screening e ffe c ts  by e lectron -sh ells . In 
Zweifel’ s calculations that were carried out for six  Z- and IS energy-values, these 
effects  has already been taken into consideration [14]. Zw eifel’ s values are inter­
polated and given in a graphical form in the ffapstra s Nuclear Spectroscopy Tables
[ 15] .
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There are several smaller corrections neglected by Zw eifel in h is calcula­
tions. Recently Perlman et al. [16] and Depommier et al. [17] have made calculations 
for the £r/ 3+ ra tio . The former have made th eir  calcu lations mostly for the f ir s t  
forbidden transition s, but for allowed ones too. They are more accurate about the 
screening effect of the electron-shell both for positron emission and electron cap­
ture. Also they use a more precise value for function F0*(Z,№) [18] and they take
into consideration the fin ite  size of nucleus. Furthermore, Depommier et a l. perform­
ed the calculations with the supposition of the VA interaction. Perlman and Depommier 
do not give a Table lik e  Zw eifel’ s. Partly they report formulas and partly the re­
su lts  of numerical calculations for some specific transitions.
In Table I . are assembled the pertaining data on the basis of the tables 
in [1] and [17] supplemented with a few recent resu lts  in calculated and measured 
ej /^ß+ -values for allowed transitions.
4s i t  can be seen, there i s  quite a good agreement between theoretical and 
experimental values. I t  is  generally within 5 per cent. More significant discrepancy 
i s  noticeable only where Sc44 is  concerned.
3.2. F o r b i d d e n  t r a n s i t i o n s
In allowed transitions the ratio of electron capture to positron-emission 
i s  independent of the matrix-elements as they are cancelled in forming the ratio.
As to forbidden tran sition s, the case is  far more complex and different, 
depending on whether unique or non-unique forbidden transitions are concerned.
3 .2 .1 . Unique forbidden transitions
For unique forbidden tran sition s, ДI  = л + I, Ал » (-1) , the ratio i s  a 
again independent o f matrix-elements [17] inasmuch as, in th is  case also, the same 
nuclear matrix-element is  involved in the expressions of probability for both elec— 
tron capture and positive beta-decay [2, 12].
In unique f ir s t  forbidden transitions, AI = 2; Ал = -1 , from the division  
of the two corresponding probability  formulas, i t  follows that the ratio  w ill in­
crease by factor 2[(F о + 1) /  {F о - 1 ) 1  as against the ratio  in allowed transitions  
[12] .
In the case of unique second forbidden tran sition s, AI = 3; Ал = +J, i t  
likewise follows, that here the ra tio  w ill increase to about the same extent as i t  
did in the case of unique f i r s t  forbidden tran sition s as compared to the allowed 
ones [12]. The comparison of experimental data available with numerical values cal­
culated on the basis mentioned above are assembled on the basis of [1]. (Table I I .) .
Experimental data -  as can be seen -  are available only for the unique f ir s t  
forbidden transitions. Recently [21] positrons have successfully been demonstrated in 
the unique third forbidden decay of R40 and i t  has even proved possible to determine 
their spectrum and number per disintegration too but in th is case, there is  no experi­
mental data on the disintegration rate to the Ar40 ground-state and so th is on the 
e^/ß+ ratio.
Table I,
Measured and calculated values concerning transitions allowed for
the e%/ß* ratio
Nuclide transition AI, Дя e+m^ax Measured values Calculat.ed values
С11( 3 /Г — ►3/2") 0, no 963 0,0019*0,0003 Scobie and Lewis&
b0,0021 Zweifel
F18 (1+— 0+) l,no 649 0,030+0,002 Drever et a l .C
c
0,029 Perlman et al. 
0,029 Hguyen-Khacd
Na22 (3+ — 2+) l,no 541 0,103+0,006 Sherr and M illerc  
0,122+0,010 Allen  et a l .c 




Sc** (2+—►2+) 0,no 1467 0,067+0,016 Blue and Bleui er0 
0,021+0,019 Konijn et a l .c
0,044 Zw eifel^
0,045 Perlman et a l .c 
0,042 Hguyen-Khacd
V*8 (4+ —* 4 +) 0, no 695 0,62+0,11 S terkd 
0,70+0,09 Book0 
0,63+0,02 Konijn et a l .c 
0,69+0,03 Konijn et a l . c
0,70 Zw eifel^
0,66 Hguyen-Khacd 
0,73 Perlman et a i .c
Mn62 (6+— 6+) 0 , no 575 1,34+0,22 Sehrc  
1,31+0,07 Konijn et a l .c 
1,36+0,09 Konijn et a l .c
1,82 Zw eifel^
1,9 Perlman et a l .c 
1,77 Hguyen-Khacd
Co68 (2+— *-2+) 0 , no 472 5,4+0,2 Cook and Tотпоиecc 
6,1+0,8 Grace et a l .c 





5,2  Perlman et a l .c 
4,9 .\guyen-Khacc 
4,37 Hguyen-Khacd
Cu81 (3/2-— 3/2") 0, no 1205 0,18+0,03 Huber et a l .c 
0 ,25+О, ОЗ Bouchezd 
0, 22+0,03  Bouchezc 
0,27 Cookd
0,29  Zweifel^
0,29 Perlman et a l .c 
0,23 !iguyen-Khacc
Cu84( l+ — 0+) l,no 657 1,75+0,2 Huber et a l .c 





2,3 Perlman et a l .c 
2,07 Hguyen-Khacc





30 Zw eifelc 
30,7 Hguyen-Khacc
Zr80 (9/2+—►9/2+) 0,no 901 2.7 Goldhaber et a l .c
3.7 Shore et a l .c 
3,54+14 Monaro et a l .*1
2,8  Perlman et a l .c 
3,40 Zweifelh
Cd107 (5/2+— ►7/2*) 0, no 320 32О+3О Bradt e t  a l . c 325 Zw eifel^
SIÓ Perlman et a l . c 
33I Nguyen-Khacr'
Sn111 (7/2+— 9/2+) 1, no 1510 2 ,5d0,25 McGinnisc 1,5 Perlman et a l .c
I 128 (1+— 0+) l,no 245 / ? / 1800+400 Langhoff et a l . 1
a See reference [23] d See reference [17] g See reference [6]
b See reference [24] e See reference [19] b See reference [4]
c See reference [1] f  See reference [20] i  See reference [9]
I 1---------
-
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Table II.
Measured and calculated values concerning transitions unique first  
forbidden for the Eg/ß+ ratio (Д1 » 2,yes)
Nuclide Al,Art У Measured values
Calculated values
tra n s itio n тпах Allowed Forbidden Author
Rb, 4 ( r —~0 +) 2, yes 1700 2,06+0,36 Melkera 0,26 0,83 Perlman e t a l . a
1 , 12+0 ,2 5  Konijnc 0,280+0,008 0 , 91+0 ,0 2 loniJnc
Sb1”  ( r — a +) 2, yes 565 Э00+130 Claubnarfi 48,6 285 Hguyen-Khac0
ЗОО+5О Perlman e t a l . a 49 275+60 Perlman e t  a l . a
I ‘"  (2" — 0 *) 2, yes 1155 18+0,3 Perlman e t a l . a 4,6 17,3±! Perlman e t a l . a
a See reference [1] b See reference Ü7) c See reference [33]
3 .2 .2 . Non-unique forbidden tra n s itio n s
3 .2 .2 .1 . F i r s t f o r b i d d e n  t r a n s i t i o n s .  For the non- 
unique forbidden transitions, only the f ir s t  forbidden disintegrations ЛГ *» 0,1; Arc - 
• -1 have been analyzed theoretically [12, 16, 17, 22, 27] and only for these are -  at 
least partly -  experimental data available (cf. Table III . compiled on the basis of 
the corresponding table in ref. [1]). In these cases, according to Brysk and Rose as 
well as Depommier et a l. no deviation is  to be expected from the allowed eß/ß+ ratio  
or the discrepancy may be but extremely sligh t owing to the preponderance of Coulomb- 
terms [12, 17] .
Experimental data however, for the A1 = 1 ,  yes transitions are not available 
at a ll, for the ЛГ = 0, yes case some measured value in transitions 2“ 2+ indicate
a marked deviation from the allowed values [7], rising even to as high as 50 per cent. 
(Table III .) Attempts to elucidate th is  phenomenon have been made by Perlman et al. 
[16, 17] and recently by Konijn et al. [22] each following different courses. Perlman 
et al. suppose that in th is  transitions not only A1 = 0  and 1, but the spin change 
A 1 = 2  also is  involved to a considerable extent. Accordingly the eg/ß+ ratio takes 
the values actually allowed in the part of the transitions, in which AI  = 0, and 1, 
and the discrepancy being ascribable to the admixture of Д/ = 2.
In the other view [22], the ratio of electron capture to positron emission 
generally deviates from that of the allowed transitions. In order to come to a sui­
table decision further experimental data are needed [7]• Measurements for T l200 
(2- — ►2+) recently made by Nooijen et al. strongly point to the second interpretation
17].
3 .2 .2 .2 . H i g h e r  f o r b i d d e n  t r a n s i t i o n s .  Concern­
ing the higher non-unique forbidden transitions, e.g. the second forbidden transition 
AI =2,  Arc = +1, the theory cannot state anything exact in the expression of ep/ß+
-  6 -
ratio owing to the presence of various unknown matrix-elements(cf.[16] for the cor -  
responding general formulae). One statement may, however, be safely made theoretically  
and i t  is  that the value of the e^/ß+ ratio can be expected to increase in non-unique 
higher forbidden transitions as against allowed transitions, and the higher the order 
of forbiddenness, the greater deviation is  to be expected [12]. Nevertheless i t  must 
be noted that evidence for th is  theoretical prediction ex ists  only recently in the 
case of the Cl36— ► 83e transition [29—31] • This i s  the f ir s t  experimental evidence 
that the value of e^/ß* ratio increases in forbidden transitions of highere then order 
in comparison to that of the allowed ones.
Table HI.
Measured and calculated values concerning transitions non-unique first  
forbidden for the eg/0+ ratio (I = 0,yes)
Nuclide
tra n s itio n
Л I , An Ee + ^max Measured values
Calculated values
Allowed Forbidden Author
AsT*(2~—* 2 +) 0, yes 920 1,5 Perlman e t a l . a 
1,50+0,16 Johansson e t a l. 
and Scobiec
1,17






Perlmn e t a l . a 
Barmer and 
Perlmanb 
Konijn e t a l . °
Rbe*(2~—*-2+) 0,yes 782 5,1+0,'4 Perlman e t a l . a 











Perlman e t a l . a 
Banner and 
Perlmanb
Konijn e t  a l .0
I 1«  (2~—*-2+) 0,yes 459 148 Perlman e t e l . a 









Perlman e t a l . a 
Banner and 
Perlman**
Konijn e t a l . °
Cs1M (2"—  2+) 0, yes 2150
(?) заь
0,006 Taylor e t  a l .К
T l” ° (2"-~ 2+) 0,yes 1068 HO+10 Konijn e t  a l . ° 






Konijn e t a l .0
a See reference [16] d See reference [26] f  See reference [7]
b See reference [25] ( e Prom reference [22] g See reference [28]
c See reference [22]
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4. CONCLUSIONS
Let us summarize the information we can obtain by experimentally determining 
the ej[/ß+ ratio and the open questions or theoretical predictions not verified experi­
mentally.
4 .1 . A l l o w e d  a n d  u n i q u e  f o r b i d d e n  t r a n s i t i o n s
As we can see in the case of allowed and unique forbidden transitions the 
nuclear matrix-elements disappear in the expression of the e^/0+ ratio, i f  the Fierz 
interference terms are equal to zero. It means that the determination of the t y j ß+ ra­
t io  in these cases render a good test of the valid ity  o f the present (3-disintegration 
theory i f  the present theory satisfactorily  describes the phenomenon electron capture 
and positron emission. Recent experimental data agree very well with theoretical ones 
(cf. Section 3*1» and 3*2.1.).
As the theory may be regarded as ju stified  concerning allowed and partly in 
unique forbidden transitions, the wave-functions of the captured electron and emitted 
positron also can be controlled by taking into account the f in ite  size of nucleus and 
the screening effect of atomic shell [1].
With unique forbidden transitions, the branching increase according to the­
ory in a calculated measure and so the measurement for ej /^ß+ ratio may serve the pur­
pose of identofying such transitions and to draw conclusions about the order of for­
biddenness of i t .
However i t  is  worthwile to mention, that up t i l l  now there is  no experimen­
ta l evidence of increasing of the ej(/ß+ ratio by the calculated factors for higher 
than f ir s t  uniquely forbidden transitions. Furthermore, there are some more or le ss  
inaccurate data on the e^/ß+ ratio of allowed and uniquely f ir s t  forbidden transi­
tions which would be worth-while to controll (Sc44, Sn111 ; Rb84; c f. Table I . and 
I I . ) .
4 .2 . N o n - u n i q u e  f o r b i d d e n  t r a n s i t i o n s
As to non-unique forbidden transitions, the situation can be regarded much 
more perplexing.
First of a ll there are no experimental data available for the AJ » I , yes-
type of non-unique f ir s t  forbidden transitions. Whereas in the case of Д1 » 0, yes-
types, at lea st at the measured 2“— ► 2+ transition s, there appears a s ign ifican t  
20 -  25 per cent deviation from the corresponding allowed values (cf. Section 3*2.2.1.
and Table I I I .) .  The reason for these deviations has not yet been c larified . Two in­
terpretations have been suggested. Although one o f the la te s t experimental data [71 
points to one of them [22], yet the question cannot be regarded as settled . I t  must 
be noted that, at the same time, i f  the other view [16, 27] were valid, the presence 
of nuclear matrix-element Z | B I '* and i t s  extent could be demonstrated concerning 
non-unique f ir s t  forbidden tran sition s more re lia b ly  than through studies of the
-  8 -
spectral shape according to the opinion of Earner and Perlman [27]. Similarly Perl­
man et al. [16] consider experimental evidence lacking even for other non-unique 
f ir s t  forbidden tran sition s d ifferentiated  according to shell-model (e .g . AI = 0, 
àj  ** 0, i . e .  0 — *-0 transitions).
In the expression of eft/ß+ ratio for higher non-unique forbidden transi­
tions, the unknown nuclear matrix-elements also are involved (see Section 3*2 .2 .2 .). 
Consequently, theory cannot make a quantitative prediction for the numerical value 
of them only i t  shows an increasing tendency for higher forbiddenness (experimental 
evidence of i t  recenty in the case of Cl3e).
Such investigations, however, can give information on the nuclear matrix 
elements and help us to d ifferentiate between unique and non-unique transitions be- 
couse in the case of an actual order of forbiddenness transition the increasing factor 
in comparison to the corresponding allowed case is  defin ite in tjie unique transition  
and practically indefinite in the non-unique one.
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EXPECTED a-DECAÏ DATA OF THE RARE EARTH NUCLIDES ON THE BASIS 
OF DIFFERENT SYSTEMATICS
T. Fényes
Institute of Nuclear Research of the Hungarian 
Academy of Sciences, Debrecen, Hungary
and
Z. Body
Institute for Experimental Physics of the L. Kossuth 
University, Debrecen, Hungary
This work summarizes the a-dec ay data of rare earth nuclides. Ther presently ex­
istin g  experimentally measured a- and g-decay energies allow the computation of the decay 
energy of some 30 further nuclides. By plotting the а-decay energy vs. atomic number, the 
expected «-decay energy of nuclides, the «-activ ity  of which has not yet been detected ex­
perimentally, has been estimated. The estimation of the а-decay energies for the above 
nuclides on the basis of the available mass data as well as p and n separation energies 
has also been performed. The expected а-p a rtia l h a lf- liv e s  were a lso  estimated from the 
gained а-decay energies using a semiempirical relation (see [16], p. 6) expressing expli­
c i t ly  the dependence of the h a lf - l i f e  on the atomic number. Finally, some questions about 
the p o ssib ility  of experimental detection of the а-a c t iv it ie s ,  having not yet been mea­
sured, are discussed.
1. I n t r o d u c t i o n
It is  known that for nuclides having mass number greater than about 140 a- 
decay is  allowed energetically [1], but in most cases the h a lf-lives are so high that 
the disintegrations have not yet been detected experimentally.
The probability of the а-decay in the region of great mass numbers is  high 
especially for nuclides containing protons or neutrons of magic number plus 2, 3>••• 
[2], because the binding energy of nucleons just above a closed shell is  small and so 
the energy loss of the ot-particles due to the binding energy is  small. Tn the medium 
heavy region those are the nuclides of neutron number 34, 85 ,........etc.
-  2 -
It is  known too that among the nuclides of the same atomic number (far from 
magic numbers) the smaller is  the number of neutrons in the nucleus, the greater is  
the disintegration energy [2], as the repulsing e ffec t of protons in that case has 
relatively  more influence.
Starting from these points the a-radiation of many neutron deficient rare 
earth nuclides has been experimentally detected -  especially during the last 14 years. 
A detailed discussion of the literature up to 1959 can be found in paper [3] .
The aim of th is work is  to summarize up to the middle of 1962 the data of 
a- and ß-decays o f the rare earth nuclides recently measured and computed from mass 
data, to complete them with disintegration energies calculated from a -  ß decay cycles 
and draw conclusions on the а-decay energy of the rare earth nuclides whose a-decay 
has not yet been observed. The disintegration energies mentioned above were computed 
also by means of energy cycles composed by using known ot-^ decay and proton (neutron) 
separation energies. Conclusions have also been drawn on the expected partial h a lf-  
liv es  from the disintegration energies, using the semiempirical formula discussed in
[151.
2. S u m m a r y  o f  e x p e r i m e n t a l  а - d e c a y  d a t a
See table I.
The sources of the data are indicated in the la st column. We have sometimes 
used the data of works [4] and [10], but have not referred to them. Paper [3] i s  a 
comprehensive work containing further references.
Table I.
Data of a-aetive rare earth nuclides. The to ta l decay energy was gained from the expres­
sion
Q - E + Y  £ * (65, 3 Zr/e - 80 Z^« )l0~e,
where Q to ta l decay energy (MeV),
£ k inetic energy of a-particle (MeV), 
m mass of a-particle,
H mass of daughter nucleus,
Z atomic number of parent nucleus.
The f ir s t  member of the expression gives the k inetic energy of the a-particle, the second 








a-p a rtic le  
energy (MeV), 
In  brackett: 










a /to ta l 
decay 
ra tio
a -p a r tia l
h a l f - l i f e








eoN'd 144 1 ,9 0  1  0 ,1





natu ra l @- 
stab le
s i ,  5  10“
years
(2 ,4  + 0 , 3) . 
1 0 1* years
from decay 







ei Pra 145 2,24 + 0,04 
(2,32)
ion.chamber 17,7 i  0,4 years e- -capture (2,8 + 0,6) 
10- “













0-stable ^5 . 107 years estimated from 
reaction y ield
Nd143 (a, n) [3]
< 3.10e years lid130 (>10* years) 3 ► Í5)
147 2,18 ± 0,02 ion.chamber natu ra l 0- 
s ta b le
~1,3- 1011years from decay 
ra te  of a 
given num­
ber of atoms
natural 1 5 ,0 9  %
Pm147 (2,6 years)---- ► [3]
2 ,2 3  1 0,02 _ 11 _ (1Д5 i  0 , 0 5 ).
1011 years
N U233 (n, fission) 151
2,20 + 0,02 _  И _ (1,17 + 0 , 0 5 ).
1011 years
_ 11 _ [7]
2 ,1 9  + 0 ,0 1 _ и _ [6]
2,21 + 0,01 
mean
(2, 293)






14S 2,14 + 0,03 
(2, 220)
ion.chamber natu ra l 0- 
stab le
(1,2 + 0 ,3 ) . 1013 
years
_ 1! _ natural [7]
>2.1014 years (1 1 ,3 5  4 0 , 09) % Í5)
149 1,84 + 0,05 ion.chamber n atu ra l 0- 
stab le
(4 ± 2).10u  
years
__ II _ natural [7]
(1,91) >1.1016 years (13,96 + 0,10) % [5]
a3Eu 147 2,88 + 0,10 
(2,93)
ion.chamber 2 4 + 2  days e- -capture *10"3 4,4 .103 years 
йб.Ю3
(w ith in  a mul­





Sm147 (p,n)3,5 MeV 
Sm147 (d, 2n) 19 " 
Sm143 (d,3n) 19 "
[3]
[22]
2,91 + 0,01 
(3,01)
«





Sm147 (p,n) 9,5 MeV [26]
e.Gd 148 3,16 1 0,10 
(3,27)




>25 % %1 , 3 -1 0 2 years 
(within a mul­
tip ly in g  fac­
to r  3 )
estimated from 
reaction y ield
Sm147 (a,3n)36 MeV 
Eu1*1 (p,4n) 32  "
[З]
[22]
3,18 + 0,01 
(3,29)
ion.chamber 8 4 + 9  years from decay 
ra te  of a 
given number 
of atoms
Eu(p, xn)100 MeV [26]
149 3 ,0 0  + 0 ,1 5  
(3,11)
ion.chamber 9,0 + 1 days e~-capture 7.10-“ s4.103 years 
(w ith in  a mul­
t ip ly in g  fac­




Sm147 (a,2n)30 MeV 
Tb148 (4, l*1) e"-capture
[22]
[31
150 2,70 + 0,15 
(2,80)
ion.chamber %3-106 years 0-stable £3 .106 years from decay 
ra te  of a 
given number 
of atoms
Eu1*1 (d,3n)19 MeV 
Eu130 (13, 7h) 0- [З]
2,53 ± 0 ,0 5  
(2,62)
2 ,5 5  + 0 ,0 5
mean of the 
f i r s t  two 
data 
(2,64)
ion.chamber 3.10e years _ и  _ Eu1*1 (y, n) Eu130





2,73 ± 0,01 
(2,83)
ion.chamber (2,1 1 0 ,3 ). 10* 
years
_ h  _ Sm1® (p ,n)9 ,5 MeV 
Eu1“  (13,7h) Г [26]
I 52 1,7 nuclear
emulsion
^1015 years
natural 0, 2 %
[23]
2,14 ± 0,03 
(2,22)
ion.chamber natural ß- 
stab le
(1,08 + 0,03)10“  
years








ot-p a r t ic le  
energy (MeV) 
In brackett: 










a / to ta l 
decay 
ra tio
« -p a rtia l









«Tb 149 4,0 0 ,1




(4,10 + 0 , 05 )
hours
e* 0,16 ♦ 0,04 3 6 + 7  hours a
to ta l
decay ra tio
Eu1“  (a, 6n)60 MeV







s t  able




- - - La1* (0le ,6n)Tb1“ n 
30-140 MeV 
lin ear accelerator [171
151 3,44 + 0,1
(3,55)
io n .chamber I 9 + I  hours
1 7 ,5  i  0 ,7
hours




Eu1' 1 (a,4n)45 MeV
[3 ]
[21]
152 1 7 ,4  ♦ 0 ,3 ß+-s tab le а Eu1“  (oc,3n)44 MeV [3]
hours
(4 i  0 ,5)“ mi­
nutes
e“-capture 




5; (2. IO“') "
Gd1"  (p, n) 11 MeV 
(m ■ from raetastable 
state)
[21]
150 4,21 + 0,06
(4,35)
ion.chamber 7 1 2 minutes e“-capture 
and ß+
(31
151 4,06 + 0,04 
(4,19)
ion.chamber 19 ♦ 4 minutes e- -capture 
and ß+
[3]
152 3 ,6 6  ± 0 ,0 5
(3,78)




51,45 years estimated from 
reaction yield Tb1“  (p,xn)100 MeV
(SI
153 3 ,4S + 0,05 
(3,59)
ion.chamber 5 + 0 , 5  hours ind irect 
proof for 
e“-capture
5:13,4 years _  II _ [3 ]
154 3,35 + 0 ,0 5  
(?)
ion.chamber 13 + 2 (7)
hours
no observed Cd(a,. . . ) [3 ]
2,95 + 0,05 
(2,95)
ion.chanber >10 y e a rs ,if  
ex is ts  ß+
no observed 5 IO' years, 
(w ithin a mul­
t ip ly in g  fac­
to r  3 )
_  II _ G d(a ,...)43  MeV 
from a sample enriched 
in Gd1M
[9]
07 Но 151 4,51 + 0,02 
(4,63)
ion.chamber 35,6 +0 , 4  sec e~-capture. ß+ 0,20 + 0 ,0 5 growth of 
daughter
Pr141 (0le ,6n) 
75- I 37 MeV [25]
151™ 4,60 + 0,02 
(4,73)





_ 11 _ [251
I 52
g or «n
4,45 + 0,02 
(4,57)
_  Il _ 5 2,3 i  0,5 sec _  II _ 0,19 + 0,05 _  II _ Pr141 (0le,5n)
7 5 -137  MeV [25]
152
g or m
4,38 + 0,02 
(4,50)
__ II _ 2,3 6  Ï  0,16 min _  II _ ■0,30
(within a 
factor of 2)
_  II _ _ 11 _ [25]
153 3,92 + 0,03 
(4,03)
^  II _ 9 + 2  min _  II _ (3 + 2). 10“ s _  II _ Pr141 (0le ,4n) 
75- I 37 MeV [25]
ее Er 152 4,80 + 0,02 
(4,95)
so lid  s ta te  
ion.chamber
10,7 + 0,5 sec e~-capture, 
ß + 0 .9 0 ^ ; ^ detection of daughter
Nd14S (0le,6n) 
75- I 5I  MeV
[27]
153 4,67 i  0,02
(4,82)
_  Il _ 3 6 + 2  sec _  II _
o ,9 5 S :^ excitationfunction
Nd14S(0ln,5n) 
75- I 5I  MeV [27]
154 4Д5 1 0,02 
(4,23)
_  Il _ 4,5 i  1,0 min - - - Ndl4S (0la , 4n) 
75- I 5 I  MeV [27]
веТго 153 5 , u  
(5 ,2 7 )




3,10 sec _  II _ [28]
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В. ß - d e c a y  d a t a
+
The disintegration energy values of the ß~-decays (including electron cap­
tures) are contained in ta b le s 'll , III, IV, V concerning the a -  ß decay cycles. The 
data are taken from [10] and [11], as well as from the recent papers (up to about the 
middle of 1962). When the la tter  case holds, the source is  indicated in the tables. 
The Everling, Gove, L ieshout systematics [131 recently published shows the 0~-decay 
and e- -capture energies vs. mass number for even and odd nuclides respectively. This 
systematics in some cases makes i t  possible to estimate the energy released in ß“-  
decay (electron capture) processes, wfiîch have not been measured experimentally.
4. C o m p u t a t i o n  o f  a a n d  ß d e c a y  e n e r g i e s  b y  
m e a n s  o f  c l o s e d  d e c a y  c y c l e s
Tables II, III, IV, V allow to compute new energy values from known decay
cycles.
The alpha disintegration energies computed from closed decay cycles, con­
taining only experimentally measured disintegration energies, are presented in table
VI.
The 0-decay energies computed from a -  ß decay cycles are shown in table
VII. Throughout the calculations cycles were used containing only experimental data 
and occasionally single inter- or extrapolated ß-decay energy value from fig . 1.
5. D e p e n d e n c e  o f  а - d e c a y  e n e r g y  o n  m a s s  
n u m b e r
Figure 1. shows the decay energies (Q^ ) vs. mass number (A).
In the systematics the curves Z  = const, and N = const, are drawn in ma­
jority  through the measured points within the lim its of error, in order to get a better 
agreement with the general tendency o f the curves, Linearity or at least quasi l i ­
nearity was accepted as a general tendency, supported by analogy with the behaviour of 
the corresponding curves in the region of heavy nuclides (far from magic numbers).
In one single case -  that of Nd149 -  the curves are drawn beyond the lim its  
of error. This was suggested by experimental evidences. The decay cycle -  from which 
the ß"-decay energy of Nd14S was computed -  contains the ß“-decay energy o f Ce145 . We 
accepted the value 2,0 + 0,1 MeV for th is  energy given in [10] and [11], while paper 
[20] gives 2,6  + |< 0 ,51 MeV for i t .  Therefore i t  is  probable that the а-decay energy 
of Nd148 i s  lower than 0,81 MeV.
The effect of the magic number N = 82 i s  evident from fig . 1. For a given 
atomic number the а-decay energy increases gradually as the number of neutrons de­
creases down to N  “ 84 and then there is  a sharp cut o ff. See cases of Рг^ 2 , N d g 43, 
SmgJ® , Eu|t* and Еив? > Gdg^ ® respectively.
I t  i s  also clear that passing on from atomic number 64 to 65 the a-decay 
energy increases more rapidly than i t  generally does, th is fact is  related to a closed
-  4 -
Figure 1. The to ta i  а-decay energy (Qa) in  fu n c tio n  of th e  mass number of th e  p a ren t nu­
c l id e . Table of symbols:
о experim entally  measured value,
X value computed from experim ental d a ta  on th e  b a s is  o f a -  ß decay cy c le s  
(only th o se  a re  p resen ted  which have an e r r o r  <800 кeV),
Л value gained from mass data (see [11]), (a lso  only those which have an e rro r  
<800 keV).
+ 0a c°mPuted  from a -  ß decay cycle contain ing a lso  an in te r -  o r ex trapo lated  
value gained from ß-system atics [13] besides th e  experim ental data .
--------- connects the values belonging to  th e  same atomic number,
connects the  values belonging to  th e  same neutron number.
-  5 -
Tables II, III, IV, V.
a -  ß decay cycles in the rare earth region. Explanation of the symbols w ritten after  
decay energies:
e experimental value,
ecc value computed from decay cycle containing only experimental data, 
m value gained from mass data having an error <200 keV,
mcc value computed from decay cycle containing also a decay energy calculated 
from mass data besides the experimental ones, 
i in ter- or extrapolated value on the basis of figure 1. 
icc value computed from decay cycle containing also an inter- or extrapolated 
value on the basis of figure 1. or [13] besides the experimental data.
Table III.
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Table V.
subshell at Z = 64 predicted by the independent particle model. (See for example [14]).
I t  is  surprising that the decay energies of Sm182, Gd183 and Gd184 are con­
siderably lower than one might expect them to be on the basis of the general tendency. 
I t  seems that the disintegration energy decreases e ssen tia lly  in many cases as the 
neutron number increases from 88 to 90. This e ffect has already been remarked by Toth 
and Rasmussen [31 and the new data support that p o sitiv e ly . I t  i s  to be noted that 
Hacfarlane [24] found 1,5 MeY for the а-decay energy of Dy18e having calculated i t  
from the Cameron mass formula. This also confirms the effect mentioned above.
From Fig. 1. some in ter- and extrapolated energy data can be got for nu­
clides, the а-decay of which has not yet been observed or i f  i t  has been, the value of 
а-decay energy has not been measured. The data gained by th is method are presented in 
the second column of table X. In the second place of the same column values of a-decay 
energies computed from mass data as given by [11] as well as in the third place a- 
decay energies calculated on the basis o f closed decay cycles from proton (neutron) 
separation energies are also set out. The proton and neutron separation energies are 
given in [20]. "Decay cycles" constructed by taking separation energy data into ac­
count can be found in tables VIII. and IX. The la s t method of computation was carried 
out only in cases where we gained an energy value also by other methods*. F inally  
there are data in table X. calculated from a -  0 decay cycles too.
+ This way o f computation was not ca rr ied  out fo r  o th er n u c lid es  because of the grea t er­
rors in  sep a r a tio n  e n e r g ie s  (a lth ou gh  th e s e  e r r o r s  seem to  be overestimated in many 
c a s e s ) .
-  8 -
Table VI.
а-decay energ ies computed only from experim ental d a ta  on th e  b a s is  of a -  ß decay cy c les  
as  well as some data  gained from o ther sources fo r  the  purpose of comparison.
E x p e c t e d  a - d e c a y  e n e r g y D e v i a t i o n  o f  t h e
d a t a  o f  2n ( *  c o l u m n  
f r o m  t h e  l i n e s  i n  
f i g u r e  1 .  ( M e V )
N u c l i d e f r o m  a - ß  c y c l e  
Q «  ( M e V )
f r o m  m a s s  d a t a  
C L  ( M e V )  S e e  
[ 11 ]
C e 144 0,364  +  0,04 0,345  ± 0 , 0 9 0 ,0
C e 146 0,07  ±  0,33 - 0,095  i 0 , 3 4 —
• P r 144 1,104  ±  0,04 1,075  ± 0,084 - 0,04
Р г 1 4 в 0,973  ±  0 , 0 5 2 0,815  ± 0,16 + 0 , 0 5 2
Р г 1 4 в 0 ,7  +  l < 0 , 54 | - - —
N d 1 4 B 1,60  +  0,041 1,435  ± 0,16 0 0
N d 1 4 B 1 , 0 0  +  0 , 1 3 0,975  ± 0,17 - 0 ,12
N d 147 1 , 0 3 s  ±  0 , 0 1 6 0 ,975  ± 0,084 0 ,0
N d l 4 e 0 ,70  ± 0,21 0,415  ± 0,16 —
N d 1 4 e 0,81  ±  0 , 1 5 0,925  ± 0,235 + 0 ,2
P m 144 / - 0 , 647/
> 0,437
- - —
Р ш 1 4 в 2 , 0 1 5  +  0 , 0 5 3 1,995  ± 0 ,1 0 ,0
Р ш 147 1,585  ±  0 , 0 1 1,515  1 0,084 0 ,0
Р ш 148 1 , 6 3 2  ±  0,08 1,335  ± 0,15 + 0 , 0 7 5
Р ш 1 4 в 1,166  ±  0,07 1,275  ± 0 ,2 0 ,0
P m 160 0 ,77  i  0 , 3 1,21  ± 0,49 —
S m 146 1,165  ±  0 , 0 4 5 - - 0 ,0
S m 1E0 1 , 4 7  ±  0 , 2 2 1,595  i 0Д 9 —
S m 1 6 2 0,40  ± 0 , 2 0,365  ± 0,18 —
E u 1 4 6 > 0 , 3 0  +  0 , 2 3 - - —
E u 1 4 8 1 , 7 0 6  ±  0 , 0 5 3 - - 0 , 0
1?  1 4 0
f t  u < 2 , 6 6 - - —
E u 1 B 0 2,182  ±  0 , 0 5 2 ,  З О 5  ± 0,17 - 0 , 0 3
E u 1 5 2 1,639  ±  0,08 1 , 6 1 5  ± 0,175 - 0 , 0 3
G d 1 4 7 > 1,32 - - -  -
-  9 -
Table YII.




Qß from decay 
cycles based 
on experimen­
ta l data only 
(MeV)
Qp from decay cycles 
containing beside 
the experimental 








Eu140 ©“-capture 0,67 0,70
or ß+
Gd140 -  " - 1,30
Tb14e >3,74 3,9 —
Tbleo 5,08 —
Tb1B1 -  11 - 2,90 —
Tb1B2 >4,36++ —
Dy181 >2,38
Dy189 1,94 — —
6 . D e p e n d e n c e  o f  h a l f  -  L i f e  o n  t h e  d i s i n t e g r  a ­
t i o n  e n e r g y
It is  known that the connection between h a lf - l ife  and decay energy for the 
ground state transition of even-even nuclides is  given by the equation
lóé Ta
В / 1/
where the coeffic ien ts  A and В are functions of atomic number only. For th is  reason 
in the region of heavy nuclei they usually connect the points belonging to the same Z 
when plotting the function Ta = f{Qa) • This method of plotting does not seem to be 
suitable in the medium heavy region because there are only a few isotopes belonging to 
the same atomic number and having known а-partial h a lf - life . (Even the known h a lf-life  
values are not too reliable.)
Recently Taagevera and Nurmi a [15] suggested an approximate formula, derived 
from the а-decay theory of quantum mechanics, which gives exp lic itly  the Z dependence 
of the coefficients A and B. According to th is formula for the transition between the
The decay energy of Eul4e in systematics [13] is  about 3,4 MeV, while the experimental 
value is >3,37 MeV. I t  seems therefore that the true value of the decay energy of Tb18E 
does not exceed the calculated one very much, they are probably equal.
-  10 -
Table VIII.
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Table V III. and IX.
Computation of а-decay en erg ies  using  proton and neutron se p a ra tio n  energ ies [20] cn the 
b a s is  of closed decay cyc les.
Table of symbols:
* experim ental value,
+ experim ental value co rrec ted  w ith in  the e rro r ,
( ) estim ated value,
a value w ithout mark: computed value, 
oc value computed from cycle .
E rro rs: the  l a s t  numeral w ritte n  below: 0,04< <0,25,
-  " -  and ~ : 0,25< <0,50.
n(6M9 ) Р(~59з)
OC \oc OC
2 6 9 - \ - i±0.05 2.52±\<0,351 CC 2249Í  003
2,66±\5035lCC-~-
, 0 6 \________- J  c m  \ ______
[Sm  I n  6 3 7  vp777 )  Л0,/л *
4в4- I —Q35\ CC 2,219+0,03
P № o )
OC
229-\-0,35\C C
P 6 .9 ?
'P & S
ground states of e v e n - e v e n  nuclei we have
Zog Ta = C + D / 2/
where C and D are constants independent of the atomic number,.
-  12 -
Ta • partial h a lf - life  of ot-decay,
Zd m atomic number of daughter nucleus,
E = kinetic energy of a-particle.
In figure 2. there are presented the values of Qa and Ta known for rare
Figure 2. R e la tio n  between th e  logarithm  of a p a r t i a l  h a l f - l i f e  and a p a r t i c l e  k in e t ic  
energy of ra re  e a rth  n u c lid es . 7t^  i s  th e  atomic number of daughter nucleus. The s t r a ig h t  
l in e  connects th e  d a ta  of even-even nu clid es  (see formula [2 ]) . Only experim entally  mea­
sured data  are presented in  the f ig u re .
-  13 -
earth nuclides, and the points representing the data of even-even nuclides are con­
nected by a straight line.
There are four nuclides whose data deviate considerably from th is  line: 
Sm148, Sm146, Gd180 and Tblel .
As for the data of Sm148 we refer to paper [7]. The kinetic energy of the 
a-particle -  given by th is paper -  seems to us for some reason too high. F irst, i t  
does not f i t  the decay systematics of figure 1 ., second, i t  is  much greater than the 
value gained from mass data, third, the Qa of Pm148 calculated from the closed decay 
cycle containing Qa of Sm148 is  also higher than Qa of Pm148 computed from mass data 
and i t  does not f i t  the systematics too. I f  we had decreased the Qa value of Sm148 
then X would be increased and so the f i t  would be better, although -  according to re­
ference [5] -  Ta is  also greater than that of [7], to be more exact Ta > 2 .1 014 years.
We took 4.1014 years for the partial h a lf - l ife  of Sm14e as given in [7]. I f  
Ta > 1.1016 years had been accepted -  given by [51 -  the f i t  would have been better.
The kinetic energy of Gd180 according to reference [3] i s  2,7 ± 0,15 MeV, 
while according to ref. [19] th is  is  2,53 1 0,05 MeV. The value we accepted was the 
mean of these weighted by the reciprocal square of errors. Ref. [3] gives J'a ~ 3 .1 0 b 
years and [19] gives Ta * 3.108 years. There is  no reference to the errors in either  
paper but in both cases the h a lf-liv e s  are probably approximate ones as indicated by 
symbol & in paper [3], and by the remark of [19], which is  only a preliminary report, 
that the more exact results w ill be published later.
As for the case of Tb151 the oc-decay i s  l ik e ly  hindered which is  the more 
probable because the number of protons in th is nucleus is  odd. The logarithmic hind­
rance factor H w ill then be in the case of Tb1B1
H = Zog10
T1 e x p e r i m e n t a l  
Tp r e d i c t e d
2, 88 -  0, 92 = 1,96 .
where Tpredicted Is the val ue given by the straight lin e in figure 2.
The data of the other nuclides either f i t  the stra ight lin e  within the 
lim its of error or their H value is  lower than 0,8.
Heavy even-even nuclides containing protons or neutrons of magic number +2 or a 
l i t t l e  more, exhib it higher h a l f - l i f e  than indicated by the general tendency. (See e.g. 
P o*£ ,  P o i s e  I 1"- D - б ] ) .  This fac t is  probably connected with the sharp change in nuclear 
radius taking place by the process of а-decay. We disregarded th is  e ffec t in the medium 
heavy region when p lo ttin g  the l in e  of f ig . 2. fo r two causes. F ir s t ,  in the region of 
the rare  earth there is  but one single neutron magic number, 82, influencing the a-decay, 
the number of protons is  not magic and a smaller d iv ia tio n  from the general tendency in 
the nuclear radius and h a lf - l i f e  can be expected than in the case of the Po isotopes men­
tioned above. Second, the known energy and h a lf - l if e  data in the rare  earth region are not 
precise enough to get an a lte r in g  beyond the lim its  of e rro r, when taking in to  account 
th is  e ffec t.
I t  can be seen from table I . that Dy1B0 and Dy151 have experimentally mea­
sured decay energies but th eir  а-p a rtia l h a lf - liv e s  are unknown. We computed also
-  14 -
these h a lf-liv es  on the basis of f ig . 2., and of data [3]. The resu lts are presented 
at the end of table X.
Basing on the lin e  in  f ig . 2. we estimated, what а-p artia l h a lf-liv e s  are 
to be expected for rare earth nuclides, the а-decay of which has not yet been observed 
or, i f  i t  has been, the а-decay energy or the partial h a lf - life  has not measured. The 
results can be seen in table X.
The supposition of an essential hindrance not arising by а-decay i s  ju s t i­
fiab le but for transitions between the ground states of even-even nuclei. For nuclides 
of odd mass number the only thing to be expected is  that H does not surpass the value 
1,5. This suggestion is  based on analogy between heavy nuclides having a proton number 
82 + 2, 3» 4, 5 (and neutron number >127) and nuclides having a neutron number 82 + 
+ 2, 3, 4, 5 (and proton number also far from the magic). Indeed, using data measured 
spectrometrically the logarithmic hindrance factor does not surpass the value 1,5 and 
in most cases i t  is  even below 1. See [2], p. 122. This suggestion is  supported by the 
work [15] of T a a g e p e r a  and N u r m i a  too. who concluded, on the basis of generally ac­
cepted and rather precise-looking experimental data, that for nuclei far from magic 
numbers the value of H rarely surpasses 1,2.
Here "nucleus far from magic number" means such nucleus the proton and neu­
tron number of which are beyond the environment +1 of any magic number.
Paper [I5] presents the mean logarithmic hindrance factors (H) of 71 nu­
clides whose Z and У are far from the magic numbers in the above sense. Taking H » 0 
for even-even nuclides we get
mean H
Z odd, N even 0,38
Z even, fi odd 0,16
Z odd, N odd 0,69
Column 5* of table X. shows the а-p artia l h a lf- liv e s  for each type of nu­
clides gained by supposing hindrance [31.
I t  i s  to be noted that for nuclides presented in table X. there are no known 
spin values except in a few cases.
In column 5- of table X. the errors of the predicted а-p artia l h a lf-liv es  
arise from three sources.
First, there is  a contribution from the error of the approximate decay ener­
gy. For example in the case of Eu1*8 attributing an error +0,1 MeY to the value Qa
Table X.
The expected parameters of а-a c tiv ity  from atomic number 60 to  66 and from neutron number 
84 to  88*. In th is  ta b le  are  presented  only those n u c lides having an expected a-decay 
energy g rea ter than 1,8 MeV+ and the а-p a r t ia l  h a l f - l i f e  and а-decay energy of which has 
not yet been measured experim entally (except the cases of Dyleo and Dy where the  a- 
decay energies are known).
* Beyond th is  region the estim ation is  ra ther uncertain.
+ At present th is  value seems to  be the lowest lim it of d e tec tab ility .
1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
T h e e X p e c t  e d
Nuclide Ground of ca lcu ­
la t io n  of energy 
d a ta
to t a l  energy of 
a-decay
Qa (MeY)
log  Ta tak ing  
in to  account 
no hindrance 
(Ta in  years)
Tgj p a r t i a l  h a lf -  
l i f e  ( in  years) 




f ig .  1. 3,83 1 / 0 , 1 / -0 ,8 7 6,7 10- 1
T h 160Обl ü 06
mass da ta  
sep ara tio n  energy 
a -  ß cycle
3 ,87 ± l<0,7l -1 ,15 3,5 1 0 -1
ТЪ1в2Об1D87
f ig . 1. 
mass da ta
3 ,22 + / 0 , 1 / 3 ,42 1,3 10*
separa tion  energy 
a -  ß cycle
3,24 ± |< 0 ,71 3,28 0,93 10*
f ig .  1. 2,73 ± / 0 , 1 / 7,95 2 ,1 10e
mass data
ввТЬва
separa tion  energy 
a -  ß cycle
2,69 ±  1 <0,551 8,35 5,4 108
e M V
f ig . 1.
mass da ta
2,48 i  / 0 , 1 / 10,1 I 7O 10e
sep ara tio n  energy 
a -  ß cycle
2,59 ±  10,351 8 ,8 9,1 10е
взЕиа1^
f ig .  1.
mass da ta
2,69 ± / 0 , 1 / 7 Д 56 108
sep ara tio n  energy 
a -  ß cycle
2,78 ± 1 <0,71 6,14 6 ,8 108
f ig .  1. 
mass d a ta
2,44' ± / 0 , 1 / 9 ,9 17 108
. .E n .1?
sep ara tio n  energy 2,29 i  1 <0,351 11,8 1400 108
a -  ß c y c le  
(See [131, Qß in -  
te rp o l .)
2 ,5 2  ± / 0 , 1 / 8,91 2 108
f ig .  1. 2,19 + / 0 , 1 / 13,1 66 1018
eaEUaS50
mass da ta 2,305 + 0,17 11,5 1,7 1018
sep ara tio n  energy 
a -  ß cycle 2,182 + 0 ,0 5 13,2 78 1018
f ig .  1. 1,93 ± / 0 , 1 / 17,2 360 101”
p l  61 mass da ta 2 ,0 2 5  ± 0,180 15,6 9,1 1018e 3 EUgg
sep ara tio n  energy 
a -  ß cycle
1,81 ± 1 <0,351- 19,3 46000 1018
f ig .  1.
10“TL-146 mass data 1,995 i  0 ,1 14,5 14
e l t T Ü Q ß
sep ara tio n  energy 1,96 i  1Ю, 351 15,0 49 10“
a -  ß cycle 2 ,0 1 5  + 0 ,0 5 3 14,2 6,9 10“
aaDyef experimental 4,35 ± 0,06 -3 ,36 4 ,3 7 10-*
ввОУаГ experim ental 4,19 i 0,04 -2 ,54 4 ,1 7 10“ *
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taken from figure 1 ., we get AZog10 Ta = ±1,1, i . e .  an e rro r a l i t t l e  more than an or­
der of magnitude. This e rro r  i s  decreased because of the p o s s ib i l i ty  of computing Ta 
from Qa values got by d iffe re n t methods.
Second, th e  es tim atio n  of Ta i s  in fluenced  by the  u n ce rta in ty  in  drawing 
the s tra ig h t lin e  of f ig . 2. through the experimental p o in ts  fo r even-even nuclides. 
The experimental data  dev iate  from th i s  l in e  not more than by a value AZog Ta = +0,8 
apart from the four nuclides mentioned above (Sm148 , Sm140 , Gd160 , Tb161) which cases 
are more or le s s  explainable.
F ina lly , a hindrance flu c tu a tio n  can take p lace in  the case of nuclides of 
tab le  X., although th e  mean hindrance was taken in to  account by [3]. The mean h in ­
drance i s  of course of an approximate character, nevertheless, i t  i s  probable th a t the 
e rro r  because of the hindrance is  ДZog10 Ta < 1, 2,
I f  a l l  these are taken in to  account we have an e rro r % (±1,5) fo r the values 
^ctmean*
7. C o n c l u d i n g  r e m a r k s
Although some advances have been made in  the a-spectroscopy of neutron d e f i­
c ie n t ra re  earth  n u c lid es  (the a-spectrum  of some 27 n uclides were measured) s t i l l  
many nuclides e x is t  the d is in te g ra tio n  energy and h a l f - l i f e  of which are in  the mea­
surable region, but th e ir  а-decay have not been detected.
One of the main d i f f ic u l t i e s  -  i f  one uses an ion iza tion  pulse chamber -  i s  
the fa c t th a t the  value of the branching r a t io  (--■ "• decay ra tio )  i s  very sm all in 
many cases. The expected value of the branching r a l io  i s  ^1O-0 fo r  the  m ajority  of 
nuclides in  ta b le  X. which makes d i f f i c u l t ,  and in  some cases , even im possible to  
carry  out measurements by means of an ion ization  chamber.
A s ig n if ic a n t development can be expected in th is  region by using e le c tro ­
magnetic "giant" spectrom eter where the e lec tron  capture or ß~-decay have but a very 
small d isturb ing  e f fe c t .  I f  the source area i s  some cm2, the e f fe c tiv e  so lid  angle is  
about 1СГ3 of 4tc and the source thickness is  some-fold 10 pg/cm2, then up to  f a £ IO10 
years the се- p a r t i a l  h a l f - l i f e  i s  measurable. I t  can be seen from ta b le  X. th a t many 
а- p a r t ia l  h a lf - l iv e s  are below the above mentioned lim it.
R e m a r k
Reports on Ho [25], Er [27], Tm [28] and some Eu and Gd [26] isotopes were 
brought to our knowledge only a f te r  despatching the paper fo r publication . The data of 
[25], [26], [27] and [28] are presented in table I . ,  but otherwise were not put into use.
work.
The authors are very much indebted to Professor A. Szalay fo r in te re s t in th is
-  17 -
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A METHOD OF ELIMINATING SUPERPOSED PULSES IN NUCLEAR SPECTROSCOPY AND 
INVESTIGATIONS ON THE DECAY SCHEME OF C r-^l
Gy, Máthé
I n s t i t u t e  o f  N uclear R esearch o f  th e  Hungarian 
Academy o f  S c ie n c e s , Debrecen, Hungary
I . I n t r o d u c t i o n
Last year, the Cr~51 nuclid was examined from the viewpoint of nuclear spec­
troscopy. I ts  decay scheme had not been fu lly  elucidated in the literature. The pro­
blem was as follows.
P ig . 1. Decay scheme of Cr-61 (a f te r  Of er  and Diener)
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Several authors investigated the decay scheme of Cr-f)l and found an excited 
level about 646 keV in addition to the familiar one of V-51 at 3^3 keV [1-4]. Accord­
ing to some of the authors, the nucleus returns from th is level to  ground level with 
an intensity of 2 ,6.101*4 cross-over transitions per decay [1], other authors claim 
th is value to be 5•10~e [2]. The latter authors have found an additional cascade tran­
sition  from this level. However, the coincidence spectrum published by them is  not un­
ambiguous; th is fact was admitted by the authors themselves.
2. E x p e r i m e n t a l  m e t h o d s
To clear up the problems, a single spectrum of Cr-51 was taken by the scin­
t illa t io n  method.
Unfortunately, the spectrum v is ib le  in the higher energy ranges is  not due 
to 645 keY gammas but to pulses coming from 3^3 keY gammas that arrived in a quick 
s u c c e s s io n ;  as a resu lt, th eir  amplitudes were added together. This e ffe c t  can be 
reduced through the use of a source of lower intensity.
In the case of Cr-51 th is did not work because at lower source in ten sities  
undue long measurement periods were obtained.








Pig. 3* Th*3 sc in tilla tio n  pulse wave-forms, a . /  Normal pulse; b ./  Pulses superposed within 
the rise-tim e.
The problem could be solved in a different way along the following concept: 
The e lectric  pulses due to the absorption of a single particle are o f normal course. 
The pulse includes a leading portion determined by the decay time of the scintillar- 
tor and an exponential tra ilin g  portion determined by the integrating time constant 
of the RC component in the multiplier plate circuit, (see Fig. 3/a.)
On the other hand, pulses due to the absorption of two or more p artic les  
are distorted (see Fig. 3 /b .).
To eliminate those distorted pulses, the following pulse-shape discrimina­
tion has been carried out.
The pulses were d ifferentiated  by a suitable RC c ircu it and th eir  phases 
were inverted. In the cases of normal pulses, each differentiated pulse crosses the 
time axis at a well defined moment -  irrespective of i t s  amplitude (see Fig. 4). In 
contrast to th is, that crossing point always lags with distorted pulses (see Fig. 5) •
I f  a suitable delay is  applied, than coincidence can be made between the 
leading edge and the crossing point of the pulse; consequently, the coincidence device 
w ill count only pulses of pre-determined shape -  preferably the normal ones.
The following electronic system has been employed for the measurements.
Pír. 4. The normal pulse wave-forms and th e ir  d ifferen tia ted  shapes after  reversal of 
signs.
Fig. 5. The superposed pulses wave-forms, and th e ir  d iffe ren c ia ted  shapes a f te r  reversal 
of signs.
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Fig. 6. Block-scheme of the apparatus elim inating pulses a ris in g  from superposition, with 
wave-forms fo r each point.
The pulses coming from the detector are amplified and then conducted in 
three different directions. In the middle, they are selected for amplitudes by means 
of a d ifferen tia l discriminator. In the left-hand arm they are d ifferentia ted  and 
their signs inverted. Subsequently using the method known in the fa st coincidence 
technique, the positive part of the pulses are delayed at the place marked "ds " by a 
few times 10-7 seconds and they are shaped to  f i t  the coincidence c ir c u it . In the 
right-hand arm, the original pulses are delayed in "ds " and shaped. Care should be 
taken to adjust the delays so, that the signals should arrive simultaneously at the 
fast part of the coincidence circu it, when normal pulses are concerned. Passing under 
the gate signal of the differential discriminator, the pulses of the fast part deliver 
pulses for the scaler.
The coincidence c ircu it employed had a resolving time of 3*Ю^8 sec. When 
two pulses arrive within 3-Ю-8 seconds, the Tinit w ill count them as a single normal 
pulse. I f, however, additional delay is  employed in the right-hand arm, the pulses 
arriving accidentally during the time of resolution o f the coincidence circu it can be 
counted and taken into account -  similar to the accidental coincidence numbers.
I t  should be noted that the "accidental coincidence" spectrum obtained in 
th is  way i s  displaced along the discriminator scale towards lower energies. This is  
due to the application of delay in which pulses are selected  with their component 
pulses starting at different times; the resultant pulse w ill thus be smaller than the 
sum of the two in it ia l pulses.
The extent of the displacement of the "accidental coincidence" spectrum can 
be determined by means of standard préparâtes (here Hg-203) in which there is  no gam­
ma-transition in the higher energy levels.
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a .
Fig. 7- Spectra of Cr-61 taken by the apparatus elim inating superposition of pulses. Curve 
a is  the uncorrected spectrum, b is  the  spectrum correc ted  fo r  superposition , c i s  the 
spectrum of superimposed pulses arriv ing  within 3.1O-0 sec, and d is  the background effec t, 
(a) collimated spectrum, (b) summing spectrum.
A
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Fig. 8. Coincidence spectra. Sum coincidence spectra, (a). the sum channel i s  set at 630 
keV with no anti-Compton shield , (b) The sum channel is  set at 470 keV with anti-Compton 
shield . Normal coincidence spectra in coincidence with the 323 keV lin e , (c) without and 
(d) with an anti-Compton sh ield . The so lid  curve disignates the uncorrected resu lts and 
the dotted curve shows the chance-coincidences.
- в -
Fig. 9. The proposed decay-scheme of Cr-61.
3 . R e s u l t s
xhe equipment described above was used to take the collimated and summing 
spectra of Cr~51 (7/a. and 7/b. respectively).
T.n the spectra, the curves "a" indicate the amplitude distributions without 
any correction applied. Curve "d" represents the background, and curve "Jr" stands for 
the superposed pulses arrived accidentally within 3.10~e sec. Curve "b" is  the d if­
ference between curves "a" and "c".
On ground of an analysis of the two spectra, i t  may be claimed that there is  
a cascade transition from the 630 keV level. I ts  intensity is  1,0 + 0,4.10-B per dis­
integration. Presumably, there is  no cross-over transition from th is level; i f  yet, i t  
cannot have an intensity above 7.Ю-8 per disintegration. A new cascade transition has 
been found at 470 keV; and p arallel with i t  a cross-over transition also e x ist . The 
cascade transition lias an intensity of 7,6 ± 1 ,3 .10" \ that of the cross-over transi­
tion is  3 + 2 .10~e.
ihe Cr-jl was examined by normal as well as sukicoincidence methods. The coin­
cidence spectra and the measuring geometry employed are shown in Fig. 3.
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The curves "a" are representing the results of measurements without correc­
tion; curves "b" are the accidental coincidences; 0a and 3b are sum coincidences, 
while 8c and 8d are normal coincidence measurements. On the basis of an analysis of 
the single and coincidence spectra, the disintegration scheme of Cr-51 is  established 
as follows (see Fig. 9) •
Apart from the familiar excited condition at 323 keV, there is  an additional 
level at 630 keV; hence, the nucleus returns to ground level through a cascade transi­
tion of 323 -  307 keV.
A new level needs to be assumed at 470 keV from where the nucleus returns to 
ground level partly through cross-over, partly through a cascade transition of 323 -  
-  147 keV.
At present, a new application of the above pulse-shape discrimination is  
being studied in co-operation with Hr. B á lin t Schlenk. I t  is  intended to separate 
charged particles, making use of the fact that in certain scin tilla tors the decay time 
of the light pulse is  a function of the particle mass.
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SILICON JUNCTION DETECTOR IN A MAGNETIC BETA-RAY SPECTROMETER
By D. Berényi and T. Fényes
Institute of Nuclear Research of the Hungarian 
Academy of Sciences, Debrecen, Hungary
We put the s ilico n  junction detector in the focus of a toroid sector type beta- 
-ray spectrometer. In the magnetic beta-ray spectrometer using Co60 and Cs1"7 sources we 
investigated the re la tiv e  detection e ffic ien cy  of the semiconductor detector, i t s  pulse 
height -  energy l in e a r ity , and the a ltera tio n  of the f u l l  width at half-maximum of 
the tota l absorption peak as a function of energy, concentrating our attention mainly to 
the region of the minimum detectable energy.
Semiconductor counters may be applied as detectors in magnetic beta-ray 
spectrometers as well as counter tubes or sc in tilla tio n  counters. Their great advan­
tage against the s c in tilla t io n  counters i s  their insensitivness to the presence of 
magnetic fie ld , and at the same time with their aid one can discriminate energy, and 
th is  fact is  a great advantage over the G.M. tubes.
We have to mention the relative sim plicity and handiness of the semiconduc­
tor detectors, in these respects they surpass not only the formerly mentioned type of 
detectors but the proportional counters too.
In a toroid-sector type heta-ray spectrometer fl, 2] we used silico n  junc­
tion detector for counting beta partic les. The crystal consists of a p type Si semi­
conductor, i t s  e lec tr ica l r e s is t iv ity  being >10* П.ст. The sensitive area of the de­
tector is  5 mm2. The depth of the frontal n layer 0,2 p. We operate the detector at a 
bias of 15 V. In th is case the barrier depth is  about 120 p and th is correspondes to 
the range of~150 keY electrons. As for the arrangement see Fig. 1.
The area covered by the focused electron beam was considerably larger then 
the sensitive area of the detector.
The preamplifier connected to the detector has a cascode input stage and in 
many respects sim ilar to that suggested by C o ttin i  and h is collaborators [33 - " The 
characteristic maximal R.C. integrating time constant of the amplifier system is  equal 
to the minimal differenciáting time constant and both have a value of 0,7 psec.
F irst we examine the alteration of the relative detection effic ien cy  with 
special respect to low electron energies.
Fi£f. 1. Arrangement of the semiconductor detector in  the ß-ray spectrometer
- з -
50 /00 /50 keV
£r?eryy of e/ecérons
Fig. 2. Detection efficiency curves for low energy electrons in the function of the elec­
tron energies at d iffe r e n t se tt in g  of the discrimination level (integral setting).
The magnetic beta-ray spectrometer may be applied also as a source of mono- 
energetic electrons and with i t s  aid we investigated the pulse height -  energy linea­
r ity  of the detector in the region formerly mentioned, and the alteration of the re­
solving power as the function of energy.
The rela tive  detection e ffic ien cy  was determined by the detection of the 
Co80 ß-ray spectrum in the w ell known manner [4, 5Í by the deviation of the Fermi- 
-Curie diagramm from the lin ear ity  at lower energies (Fig. 2 .) .  With the aid of the 
curves i t  is  possible to answer such a practical question as to which discriminator 
position i s  the most advantageous to be choosen in the case of a given measurement. 
I t  is  obvious that the detector examined has a cut-off practically about 50 keV, even 
at the most suitable discriminator position. On the other hand i f  i t  is  not necessary 
to  detect such low energies, i t  i s  not advantageous to  choose such r e la t iv e ly  low 
discriminator position, because the signal to noise ratio w ill be very small in th is  
case and the measurement becomes unreliable. See fig . 3*
Here the signal to noise ratio means the ratio of counting rates measured at 
the intensity maximum of the Co80 beta-ray spectrum i .e .  at electrons of %150 keY and 

















Fig. 3- The s ig n a l-to -n o ise  r a t io  in  the function of the  d iscrim ination  le v e l. The s ig -  
nal/ncise is  given here as the r a t io  of the counting rate at the in tensity  maximum of the 
Co*0 ß-ray spectrum and a t the magnetic f ie ld  of the spectrometer switched o ff.
/00-
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Fig. 4. The pulse height in  the function of electron energy fo r the to ta l  absorption peaks 
in the spectrum taken by the detector as a ß-ray spectrometer for monoenergetic electrons.
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Putting Cs197 source in the magnetic beta-ray spectrometer and calibrating 
the spectrometer with the К conversion lin e, we set different current-intensities in 
the co il of the beta-ray spectrometer and thus different near monoenergetic electrons 
reached the semiconductor detector. Than we analised the beam at the different elec­
tron energies using tjhe semiconductor detector as a spectrometer.
The pulse-height ( i .e . the magnitude o f the total absorption peak expressed 
in terms of the discriminator veltages) as a function of electron energies is  plotted 
in Fig. 4.
We may see that the function shows deviation in the examined interval from 
the linear dependence only i f  the energy of electrons exceeds the energy of those 
electrons the range of which equal to the barrier depth. Towards small energy values 
up to the smallest examined energy (60 keY) we did not find any deviation from the 
linearity. The similar investigations referred to in the literature led to the same 
result. McKenzie and Ewan [6], Bosch et a l. [7] investigated the pilse -  height -  
energy correlation down tp 100 keV and to 195 keY, respectively. We checked the linea­
r ity  o f the electronic system with two different precision mercury relay pulse genera­
tors. The pulse-height measured at the output of the amplifier depends linearly (within 
+1,5 %) on the magnitude of signal measured at the input o f the amplifier.
In the former measurements we determined also the fu ll  width of the tjotal 
absorption peak at half maximum (FWHM) as a function of energy. The values are plot­
ted in Fig. 5 ( c ir c le s ) .
The detector leakage current noise and tjhe noise of the electronic system 
(together: system noise) in the investigated interval had a constant value of 20 
keV. We got, th is value by giving monoenergetic signals to the input of the amplifier 
from a mercury relay pulse generator and measuring the FWHM at the output of the 
amplifier.
One may see in Fig. 5- that the FWHM increases with the increasing elec­
tron energy. This increasing may have been expected because not wholly monoenergetic 
beam reaches the detector from the spectrometer and with increasing electron energy 
the energy dipersion of the beam w ill  also increase. To characterize increasing of 
FWHM to be expected, we plotted in Fig. 5> the
quantity (crosses), where
as is  the FWHM generated by the system noise,
otß is  the FWHM generated by the electron energy dispersion in the beta- 
ray spectrometer,
a is  the FWHM generated by both system noise and electron energy d is­
persion.
The otß quantity was determined by taking up a conversion e~ peak spectrum 
as a function of magnetic f ie ld  strength (at constant radius of curvature). At th is  
measurement we used the semiconductor only as a detector.
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Fig. 5. shows, that the FWHM is  nearly equal to the a quantity, i .e .  about 
60 keV electron energy the system noise, and at increasing energies -  the system noise 
and the energy dispersion of the 'electron beam are mainly responsible for the fu ll  
width at half-maximum.
Н а/ f - w id th  o f 
th e  fin e s (keV )
4 0
m ea su red
c a /cu /a ted
h a lf-w id th
fO -
~50 lo b  lőO ~200 
E nergy o f th e  e lectro n s
250 k e li
Fig. 5 . The v a ria tio n  of the half-w idth  of the to ta l  absorption peaks fo r  monoenergetic 
e lectrons with elec tron  energy (c irc le s ) . Crosses: calcu lated  half-w idth on the  basis of 
system noise and elec tron  energy d is tr ib u tio n  due to  the f in a l  reso lu tio n  in the ß-spec- 
trometer.
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